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I Inside

Check out the special
edition of Lifestyles and
explore winter fashion

Climbing to t e
CCU is taking efforts to change its classifica ion

Peer assessment 25 %
Retention 20 0/0
Faculty resources 20 %
Student selection 15 %
Financial resources 10%
Graduation rate
performance 5%
Alumni giving 5%

Meg Duvall
Assistant Editor
For many years, eoa tal Carolina Univer ity ha been in the
bottom tier of j category, according to the U.S. ew and World
Report (U NWR) ranking.
CCU i Ii ted a a Tier 4 Liberal Arts College. which mean the
unive ity i in the bottom 25 percent of liberal art college in the
nation.
Thi~ rating appears every year
in a pedal i ue by US
that
rank college and uni er iti . It
rank the ch 01 b clas ifica-

Information

factor.

their ranking and in ord r for
CC t be ranked differently, the
admini tration mu t c nta t th
Carnegie Foundati n to ha
Currently, the university i ran ed c1 ification changed.
among
ealthy private in tituWe ha e t ha e th Carn gie
tion
uch a Furman, Da id- Foundation chan
ur c1 ifica~on, Uni ersity of Richmond and
Dartmouth,
hi h i an unfair

7
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Dec. 3 - Dec: 14, 2007

CAMPUS EVENTS
What to do, where to do it on campus in December
Mon. 3
I Tues. 4 I Weds. 5 I Thurs. 6 I Fri. 7
I Sat. 8
I Sun. 9
Foreign Film
Series
Wall Auditorium
8 p.m.

Mon. 9
Final exam week
begins

Holiday Wild Card
Event
Student Center

208
TBA

I

Tues. 10
Mason Temple
Church of God
Bible Study
Wall 209
7 to 8 p.m.

CCU Young
Democrats
Voter registration
Outside Kimbel
Library
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

CCU Young
Democrats
Voter registration
Outside Kimbel
Library
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

I

Weds. 11
MBA Research
Presentations
Wall 116
6:15 to 9:15 p m.

I

Thurs. 12
Video production
premiere
Wall Auditorium
TBA

"A Christmas
Carol"
Edwards Blackbox
Theater
7 to 10 p.m.

I _

Fri. 13

Senior Celebration
Myrtle Beach
Convention
Center
4 to 6 p.m.

North-South High
"A Christmas
School
Carol"
All-Star Football
Edwards Blackbox
game
Theater
Brooks Stadium . 3 p.m. and 7 p.m.
12:15 to 3:30 p.m.

I

I

Sat. 14
Residence Halls
Close

Late Night Final
Exam Breakfast
The Commons
9 to 11 p.m.

See page
35 for the
CCU sports
calendar

Compiled by .Meg Duvall, assistant editor

SGA is looking into taxation From the dean's desk:

Having
fun and relaxing during the holidays

A part of this resolution would also state
that the fee would be removed if tuition increases over the national inflation rate. In
doing this, the students alone would raise
somewhere around $1.5 million a year, while
keeping tuition down.
The urvey had a sample size of 197 . tudents. On a scale from I to 7 the average need
for a new.student center was 5.4 and the average need for a student recreation center was
5.7.
In respon e to the question "If Coastal
agreed
to keep tuition increase to a minimum,
Sean Clemmensen
would you agree to pay a $75-$100 increase
For The Chanticleer
in your student fee (per semester)?" 114 students aid they would pay it, 39 said no and
Funding for buildings is rather difficult to 42 said they were not sure.
come by, as recently seen with the arena and
With these results and other input from
the Atkins Field House. According to the sur- students, faculty and staff, SGA will be writing
veys that the Student Government Associa- a resolution at the beginning of spring semestion had 200 random students fil1 out, there ter to pass through the senate and then given
i a great need for a new student center and a to the Board of Trustees for consideration.
new student recreation center.
SGA would like to thank everyone for
How are we going to be able to get fund- their cooperation with the parking situation
ing for these needs of our university without and for everyone who is doing their part by
increasing tuition?
riding the shuttles and car pooling when posSGA is currently looking into a form of sible. There most likely wilJ be a slight infunding that comes from the students called crease with the parking issue at the start of the
student taxation.
next semester, but please be patient and conWhat this would achieve and consist of is tinue to find alternate ways around campu .
a proposal to the Board of Trustees. The proThere i a committee that has been formed
posal would state that the students would be and it is looking into aU three aspects of the
wil1ing to pay a fee between $75 and $100 per parking: policy, enforcement and facilities.
semester. This fee would go toward the build- All the corrections that this committee came
ings that the students feel a great need for on up with will most likely take place at the beour campus.
ginning of the fall of 2008.

J

ju tments students, faculty and staff ha e
to make. Parking, new profe ors and new
schedules are ju t orne of the change tudents will make in the spring.
As the semester come to a close and stuHolmes wants to remind student to
dents prepare for the holiday sea on, Dean of check their apartments, dorm or other Ii ing
Students Dr. Lloyd Holmes wants students to arrangements before they head out for break.
enjoy themselve over break, but come back He said to be sure all appliances are turned
in the spring refre hed.
off, doors and windows arc locked ahd make
"} encourage students to be mindful that sure if you have any pets "like fi h, they are
this is a time of giving. During thi break, going to be taken care of.
give your. elves a gift [of relaxationj," said
Most of all, Holmes said he wants stuHolmes.
dents to "come back next seme ter full of enHe wants students to think fthe things in ergy and excitement and ready to learn."
life that are fun and give them joy, and take
part in those activities. Also, tudent should
remember the les fortunate and hare their
gifts of time and talent.
ext emester, ,tudents hould not find
too many major change at Coastal Carolina Uni ersity; however, they should expect
profes ors to come back with a renewed energy, as well.
The beginning of every seme ter can
be exciting and hectic because of the ad-

Meg Duvall
Assistant Editor

Photo illustration by Yaw Odame

CORRECTIONS
The Chanticleer is committed to accuracy. Please e-mail or call the
editor-in-chief if you see any mistakes in The Chanticleer at chanticleer@coastal.edu or (843) 349-2330.
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NEWS

Be in the know

Raytevia Evans
Featur, s Editor
Deemed ne
ad i ing,

Photo b.

Lieutenant Harris sits in one of the new public safety vehicles on campus.

Crime in area around Coastal's
'c ampus increases during holidays
Claire Arambula
News Editor
Like in any college town, Conway's crime rate fluctuate with the
. eason.. and although mo t case
are closed in a matter of day . few
mysterie are left un olved.
A' the holiday. approach. the
level of crime ri e . With the increa e of unlawful behavior. increases in the precautionary action. of local la\ enforcers are
als een.
Next door to a Mu~lim temple
in the heart of the downtown area
i the new Conway Police Department. The officer. and detective
who work in the lum. of Coastal Carolina Uni er ity'. home-city
take extensive mea ure' to protect
the city' inhabitants and to keep
crime Ie el low and re olved e pecially during the winter month..
According to Sean Addi on,
the inve ·tigation. ergeant of the
Conway Police, the department
strives to clear every case. Dealjng with 0 er 2,000 ca e a year,
the detectIve' ha ·e their hand- fulf

co ering the juri diction of Con- lice Phillip M re of Spartanway limi ,which tretch over a burg. aid that although there are
di tance larger than that of Myr- no major un olved crime on camtle Beach.
pus which Jeave tuden in danger
The only major ca
which of as ault there are precaution
Conway official ha e yet to olve young people can ta e to pr teet
for the year of 2007 i a murder them el e and their belonging .
ca 'e hich occurred in March,
In addition to bein mindful of
nly minute from CCU' cam- thing, tud nt
pu. Hm e er. petty ca e , uch as their guard d wn. By ta)m on
tolen items and credit card fraud, their toe and bein a are of uroccur daily in certain are of the rounding, tuden
city.
afer environment r themsehe
The hou ing project and Wa)In agreement Thoma MezzaMart are the mo t dangerou pIa- pelle. captain f training and come in [the city], ' explained Addi- pliance on campu expre ed c non of Conway.
cern ~ r tud n becau e of th
It i. in the e part of town that ea. on.
the most burglarie ,robberie and
"Keep tra
0
car crime occur. The er eant around the time f final • and don t
went on to de cribe an ong ing leave book or bel
problem with crime at the Campu
Edge apartment compIe' a well.
Becau. e of the elevated felony
lew· 1 among colJege tuden . the lege tuden are h rt on money
que tion of afet on and off carn- and desperate for e tra cash.
pu. i omnipre. ent.
In compliance, Addi. on ad'In thi day and age." aid Ad- vi ed, "Do . thing to protect
dL on, "everyone hould be con- your elf. Lock your doors be
cemed for afety. ..
\\ ith friend ' and kno
y ur
- - Deputy -Chief of Carnpu p::. -uITounding .

p

Agatha O'Brien Gayes is the new director of academic
advising.
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Staph infections a serious threat
Casey Church
For The Chanticleer
The Oct. 29 death of a 12-yearold Brooklyn boy drew national attention. The child died of complications from Methicillin-re ist.mt
Staphylococcus aureus, or MRSA,
a "super bug" form of the common
staphylococcus bacterium (staph).
'I1le ·tory made national media
and ha. led to the government
keeping a more watchful eye over
the infection. A government report
last year found that 90,000 Americans contracted potentially deadly
staph infection .
Should Coastal Carolina University students worry?
Staph can be contracted from
sharing close quarters such as
dorm rooms and shared apartments. Something as harmless as a
cut that goes unnoticed can be infected by staph and spread staph.
Staph is a type of bacteria that
enter the body through openings
in the skin, whether by natural

means, such as through the nose
and mouth, or due to injury. There
are 30 different forms of staph, the
most c mmon being staphylococcus aureus.
According to the Center for
Di 'ease Control. 1 percent of the
population is infected with MRSA,
the type of staph that killed the boy
from Brooklyn.
Signs that most often appear
are marks that look like pimples or
spider bites. These areas are called
abscesses, the most common
symptom of staph, and are cavities
filled with pu and surrounded by
an inflamed area.
Five conditions are commonly associated with staph infections:
an infection on a hair follicle, a
boil, a skin infection called impetigo, a sty and an infection under the
skin known as cellulitis. It is important to keep a close eye on the. e
areas.
If the colonized area becomes
painful, increases in size or generally becomes more noticeable,
this is when steps for preventing

spreading should be taken. A medical official hould be contacted
and further action will take place
from there to en ure the infected
does not contaminate anyone else.
The best ways to prevent staph
is to practice good hygiene. When
more serious signs of staph appear, "Student Health Services' or
the school's sports physicians and!
or trainers hould be contacted,"
said CCU's head athletic trainer
Dwayne Beam.
When infected. whether serious
or mild, cases of staph are cured by
different kinds of antibiotic ' and
can be cleared up quickly. Beam
. aid there have been a handful of
staph cao;;es at CCU, but nothing
to worry about because they were
dealt with properly.
Beam makes sure that all sports
teams are properly educated on
staph infections because athlete
are in such clo e contact with one
another.
"Education is extremely important due to the fact that iflesions go
untreated, the infection can spread

www.mayo.com

Information about staph infections:
Symptoms:

Prevention:

- Marks resembling pimples
or spider bites
- Inflamed areas

- Washing hands regularly
- Refrain from scratching
open sores

within individual. ," aid Beam.
The be ,t way to deal with each
mild sign .of staph is taking a hot
shower then covering the area with
a bandage. which wilJ reduce the
'pread of the infection.
Other ways of ensuring the infection will not pread are not
sharing items such a" towels, bed

linen and/or staying out of whirlpool when an ab ces i potted.
ALo, when u ing commonly u ed items, like workout equipment, make sure it has been wiped
down or there is a barrier between
the u 'er and the shared equipment.
Most importantly, do not ignore
kin infections.

Don't Forget about Financial Aid while you are planning and preparing for the
holidays! Include the following items on your holiday list of things "to do":
1.

Apply for 2008-2009 CCU Scholarships AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE! Our brochure and application will be on the Financial
Aid homepage around the middle of December. March 1st is
the deadline date for applying. Also explore the possibilities for
external scholarship money for 2008-2009 by going to
www.coastal.edu/financialaid/scholar.html.

2.

Do your 2008-2009 FAFSA (Free Application for Federal
Student Aid) AS SOON AS POSSIBLE! Once you and your
parents file the 2007 Federal income taxes, complete your FAFSA
online by going to www.fafsa.ed.gov. Electronic filing is the fastest
and most accurate way to process your FAFSA. March 1st is the
priority date for filing your FAFSA.

3.

Stay "in touch" by checking your web advisor and emails
AT LEAST 3 TIMES A WEEK! Changes/updates regarding loan
processing are coming and you will want.to be informed.

4.

Review the CCU Financial Aid Homepage regularly for new
policies and procedures that may affect your financial aid for Spring
2008. A wealth of useful information is on our homepage.

If you have questions, please contact our office at 843-349-2313.
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Classification,
p'age 1
the end of the year in order for the
new ranking to be in the 2008 edition of USNWR.
CCU's peer institutions are College of Charleston, Winthrop University, The Citadel, Univer ity of
South Carolina-Aiken. University of South Carolina-Upstate, University of South Carolina-Beaufort,
Lander University, Francis Marion University and South Carolina
S~te University.
The administration feel the university can compete well with its
peer institutions and that the school
should be ranked among those universities. College of Charle ton is
ranked first among the peer institutions followed closely by CCU,
Winthrop and The Citadel.
"College of Charle ton got a
head start by about 200 yearc ," said
Dyer. (It is the oldest university in
South Carolina and the 13th oldest
in the U.S.)
"President DeCenzo wants
CCU to be the public comprehensive university of choice in South
Carolina," said Dyer.
The administration said they are

FYE,

on " O'Brien-Gayes.
focused on that goal, but also want
page 3
to work toward being among the
Along with the retention rate
the number of peer mentors i al 0
top in the Southeast, and eventualgrowing. The amount ofupperclas ly, have CCU be nationally ranked and art studio.
The year before the FYE pro- men participating in the peer menamong its peers.
Chris Mee, director of in titu- gram began, freshmen retention toring program to help relate to intional research and ru. e sment, has wa at a record low at 67 percent. coming fre hmen and to make th m
been discus ing CCU's peer institu- The current retention rate i 71.1 feel more at home has increased
tion and ho it ranks among tho e percent according to Dr. elljean ince the first year of the First Year
univer ities with the board involved Rice, director of the University Ac- EJ..'Perience program.
Thi i omething that O'Brienin making those decisions. She aid ademic Center.
o Brien-Gaye, who was in- Gaye and other advi ers ant to
the board i working on publishcontinue to gro .
ing the new fact ~k which will spired to bec me
contain the information about how an educator after
"On
of th
Comingfrom high
:fini bing graduate
thing we're planCCU stacks up to its peers.
ning to do i imDyer aid the cia sification of school. has made school to college i
the univer'ity doe not nece. ari- plan that will con- so difficult. Univer- pro e th peer leade
tinue to increase the
ly affect students now, but it doe
sity 110, peers and program. e started
affect how employers and graduate number of students
with 27 fp er menwho choo e to con- service learning are tor ] last year. Thi
school look at CCU graduate .
tinu their education
year, e ha e 47 and
One of Pre ident DeCenzo'
here to help.
other goals is to rai e the value atCCU.
next ear e hop
She i looking -Agatha 0 'Brien-Gaye to ha e 71 for each
of a CCU degree, and one way to
[Uni ersity]
110
do thi is by improving the uni- forward to the peer
versity'S reputation through the mentoring program growing to cIa 'aid 0 Brien-Gaye .
help the incoming fre hmen relate
classification.
Th peer men oring program
"We're making every effort to to currently enrolled tudents who al 0 help incoming fre hmen fe I
make ure that the reputation and are experiencing college life and mor at home. Hemple aid eeing
image of CCU i accurately repre- responsibilities.
the teacher-stud nt relationship b ''Brianne and I ha e 0 much tween the profe 0 and th men. ented wherever whether that's by
USNWR or state ranking ," aid fun teaching the peer mentor class. tors really encourage them to stay.
The e are the students with experiParker said the retention rate .
Dyer.
Editor's note: Please see a re- ence who are involved on campus higher because of the program that
and know more about what' going have been started, in luding FYE
lated story on page 11.

cam
__~_$400* per
bedroom with
utilities
included.**
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I
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As CCU grows, so
does its student
racial" diversity
Kimberly Daniel
Staff Writer

nic background. These figures account for Jess than 1,500 students
at CCU.
The rate of minorities has flucCoa tal Carolina University's tuated between 13 to 15 percent
student population is steadily in- during the past few years, with
creasing along with the diversi- this year being the highe t.
Although student diversity is
ty rate, though that figure may be
considered a small portion of the at its peak, Singleton-Young aid,
"I would love to see us [CCU] at
university.
According to CCU's "Quick a 20 percent minority rate within
Facts" brochure, this
the next five year.
It is a fascinating
It has been a dream
university ha' approximately 7,800
of mine for years
responsibility to
students as of 2007. work with enrollment now."
The current minoriSingletonand to create the
ty rate is 15 percent.
Young's job is to
ethnic, geographic retain minority stu"Is Coa tal diand demographic
verse from an ethnic
dents once they atbackground? I don't
mix wanted by the tend CCU.
think so. Fifteen
Multiculturuniversity.
al Student Servicpercent is not where
es provides a numit should be in my '
-- Judy Vogi
ber of clubs and oropinion," said Patricia Singleton-Young, the director ganizations that give students an
of Multicultural Student Services. opportunity to get involved across
Singleton-Young broke down campus and connect with others.
While the numbers may be
the 15 percent into 11.67 percent
African-Americans, 1.61 percent small, CCU is creating several
Hispanic 1.40 percent internation- programs in order to recruit mial students, 1.30 percent Asian! nority students.
Not only clubs have been crePacific Islander and 1.14 percent
who refused to expose their eth- ated, but CCU has also established

BOOKMARKS
Sarah Baker
For The Chanticleer
As students walk up the stairs
in Kimbel Library, they may notice a section that they might think
does not quite belong in a college
library.
This section is comprised mostly of books with lots of pictures
and few words. The section is the
library's juvenile section.
On these shelves, students will
find childhood classics such as "A
Very Hungry Caterpillar" by Eric
Carle, "Piggie Pie" by Margie Palatini and "Click, Clack, Moo: Cows
that Type" b~ Doreen Cronin.
For all oftbe education majors

African-Americans
• Hispanic

o International students

Asian/ Pacific Islander
• unknown
White
Photo illustration by Yaw Odame

recruitment programs with high
schools and churches through college fairs.
These recruitment opportunities have also been extended out
of state, said Dr. Judy Vogt, who
works with enrollment services in
the Admi sions Office.
Vogt focuses on recruiting
freshmen every year and has seen
a great increase in the rate of minority students in the freshman
class over the past year.
According to the Board of
Trustees Report, as of fall 2007,
263 minority students were enrolled, which is a 28 percent in-

cre1\se from fall 2006. This figure
mainly consist· of African-Americans who make up 197 of tho e
tudents, which was a 39 percent
increase from the past year.
"It is a fascinating responsibility to work with enrollment and to
create the ethnic, geographic and
demographic mix wanted by the
university," said Vogt.
CCU may only see a small percentage of its students a minority,
but with the retaining and recruitment programs available, this rate
may rise along with the growing
student population.

Library offers array of children and teen books for light reading
on campus, this is the perfect place
to find resources for lesson plans
or project.
It offers many varieties of
books that will be helpful for education courses. Anything from
American history to fairy tales can
be found on these shelves.
Now is the time /for education
majors to get familiar with the
texts that they will be using in their
future teaching careers. Literaturebased curriculum is widespread, so
these students can jump start their
future by reading now.
Remember the old Anamorphs
books, where kids change into different animals? Well, those chapter
bookS, as well as the Harry Potter
and Lemony Snicket books, can be

found and used as reading material
or for research.
The juvenile book collection
includes young adult novels and
great light reading for college students, with books by authors such
as Jodi Picoult, Orson Scott Card
and Tracey Chevalier.
The juvenile section is divided up into two different sections.
Starting with call number AG 5
and ending with PZ 5 are the books
that are divided by subject. Within this section are subjects such as
American history and sports.
PZ7. A through PZ 7. Z are the
fiction books that are divided by
the authors' last parnes. Then PZ 8
through Z goe back to nookS that
are divided up by ubjects. Within

Photo by Caroline P. Smith

stairs in Kimbel Library, they can
find their favorite children's books

-
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• High levej stand-up available
for a more even tan
• Great product selection .
• Most effective bulbs available
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Kyle Drapeau,
Chuck Plunkett, Grant
Brown, Nick Mamary,
Kimberly Daniel, Kevin
Hanes, Maegan Sweat,
Rachel Kersse, Lo Pirie,
Elaine Urban, lessica
Green, Greg Martin,
Arielle Miller
Staff Writers

NOV. 6
Vandalism to a vehicle
The complainant reported
to
DPS that hislher
vehicle was keyed while
he/she was in class.

ceu

NOV. 9

Informational - fight
eeD DPS officers responded
to parking lot e in reference
to a fight. None of the parties
involved wanted to press
charges.

Claire Arambula
News Editor

NOV. I]

Raytevia Evans
Features Editor
Ashley Stevens
Viewpoints Editor

CCU DPS responded to a

Amanda Kelley
Photo Editor
Marty Keiser
Business Manager
Mona Prufer .

On Campus Location:
Student Center 206 L
Mailing Address
P.O. Box 261954
Conway, S.c., 29528
Web site
ww2.coastal.edu/chanticleer
News Office
(843) 349-2330
General e-mail
chanticleer@coastal.edu
Advertising e-mail
mjkeiser@coastal.edu

Public drunk
call about a person laying
face down in the grass. The
subject was found and was
determined to be intoxicated.
The subject was checked
by EMS due to the low
temperature and ticketed for
public drunk and transported
to the Horry County
Detention Center.

NOV. 12

Unlawful use of the
telephone
The victim reported to CeD
DPS that helshe had received
unlawful communications by
telephone from the subject.
The subject was contacted
~nd told to desist. The victim
did want to press charges.

NOV. 14

Stolen bicycle
The victim reported that his!

Letters to the editor and
submissions are welcome
from the CCU community.
Submissions should not exceed
300 words and must include
the name and phone number.
Submission does not guarantee
publication. The Chanticleer
reserves the right to edit for
libel, style and space.
Articles and editorials in The
Chanticleer do not neccessarily
express the opinions of the
university's student body,
administration, faculty or staff.
Advertisements are paid
advertisements and reflect
the views and opinions of the
advertiser, not The Chanticleer
or Coastal Carolina University.
Some material may not be
suitable for people under 17.

@
University Place

ner bIcycle had been taken.
A person had been seen
on a similar bicycle trying
to get people to buy it. An
officer saw a person and bike
matching the descriptions
and stopped the person. The
bicycle was identified and
returned to the owner who
did not want to press charges.

NOV. 16

Compiled by' Meg J;>lIvall ,
assistant editor

of how to proceed and the
subject was contacted and
interviewed.

Threats
The victim reported to CCD
DPS that a former romantic
interest of hislhers was
transmitting threats to him!
her. The victim was advised

CAMPUS ANNOUNCEMENTS

NOV.lS

Disturbing the peace
A CCU DPS security officer
observed a possible fight and
called for an LEO. Officers

responded and found several
people trying to calm down
one of their number~ The
belligerent person continued
to cause trouble and was
arrested and transported to
the Horry County Detention
Center.

So you can be in the know, too!

> JACKSON CENTER

> ECOLOGY PROJECT

The third group of Jackson
Scholars are Harry Cramer, math
major; Sarah Heishman. marine
science and biology major; Perry
Helton. sociology major; Rachel
Koehler, biology major; and
Sonila Merkouris, accounting
major.
Jackson Scholars are part of
the Jackson Center for Ethics and
Values and are required to take
philosophy courses, participate
in the community and volunteer
for the Junior Jackson Scholar
Summer Academy. For more
information, call (843) 349-4149.

Ecology Project International
is accepting applications for
its upcoming Costa Rica Sea
Turtle Ecology Program. This
is an opportunity to assist witli
a sea turtle monitoring project
and be an active collaborator
in international sea turtle
conservation efforts. The course
dates are May 31 to June 14.
For information. visit: www.
ecologyproject.org or call (406)
721-8784. Applications are
available online at http://www.
ecologyproject.org/english/docs/
EPlapp_USstudent.pdf. Courses
fill first come first serve.

>

Michael Do cher of Ne. con et,
ART EXHIBIT
N.Y., Samuel Hewitt of Conway,
Works of art and desi~ by
Jason Lane of Myrtle Beach.
graduating Coastal Carolina
University visual art tudents will Chri tin Miesfeldt of Travelers
Rest, Rebecca Roger of
be displayed in an exhibit titled
Bennettsville
and Je sica Walter
"Portfolios" at CCU's Rebecca
Randall Bryan Gallery from Dec. of Myrtle Beach.
The gallery is open daily
6 to 15. An opening reception
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
for the exhibit is scheduled for
Thursday, Dec:o from 5 to 7 p.m. through Friday and is located in
Both the exhibit and the reception the Thomas W. and Robin W.
Edwards College of Humanities
are free and open to the public.
"Portfolios" i the culmination and Fine Arts, room 129. For
of the bachelor's degree program more infonnation, call (843)
234-3466 or vi it the Web
in visual arts.
ite at visualart.coa. tal.edul
Participating tudents are
bryanartgallery.
Erik Anfin of Rock Hill, Jessica
Cleland of Syracuse, N.Y.,
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TIME MA AGE
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Important even as semester ends

Photo by Caroline P. Smith

Kevin Hanes
Staff Writer
Final exams are getting do er by the
minute and students will oon be renewed
with the experience of feeling pre ure.
With final exams looming, there i a
need for time management. College students especially ~truggle with this because
it is hard to balance a chaotic schedule.
Knowing how to balance time can
work to a student's advantage. Effective
planning of a schedule can keep students
on task and make perfonning in . ch 01 activitie a breeze.
. "Keeping a daily journal i u efu because it can help [students] se how much
time i spent on chool and ho much i
wasted," aid Jonathan Glas , of CCU
Counseling S rvic s.
According to GI s, much time i wa ted on video game and televi ion when
there is chool work to be done.
Procrastination is the bigg st r a on
why students can't manage time. In 'Procrastination: The Tomorrow Syndrome"
procrastination i , "po tponing the action
required to complete a task. attain a goal.
or rise to the challenge of an opportunity. '
The problem with working rapidly at
the last minute and trying to accompli h a
task is called chronic procrastination.
An example of this i' a student ho
i assigned a three-month term paper and
waited to tart it the day before it is due.
Meanwhile, the tudent i pushed to pending long hours in the library and on word
processor, just barely finishing it on time,
if at all.
"One thing to do in order to accomplish
something is begin with an end in mind, '
said Mollie Fout director of CCU Career .
Services. She learned thi from a famou
book called, "Seven Habits of Highl Effective People"' by Stephen Covey.
The best ad ice is to set both hort and
long-term goals. Prioritize wha goal are
important and then et out to achieve them.

Remember. the reward doe n't come until
the work i complete.
Coun elors can help make sure that
the e goals get entirely finished. Think
of a counselor like a coach in tenns of
academics.
The communication with friend and
family are great incenti e to build moral
confidence. Seek someone out who has a
po itive attitude and has the same goal .
Manage what is hard to accomplish first
during the day, for instance the ubject that
cau es the mo t pain and struggle. 'fhi i
called self-monitoring, which also is facing
the bigge hurdle.
"Starting early and not waiting for the
last minute to cram i th best way to study
for exams and manage time,' aid Brian
Acrin, a ophom re touri t and resort management major.
Al 0 allow tim to decompre while
completing a ignments. The or t thing
i getting stre ed out. tre i not good
for health r ons and it al make it harder to concentrate.
Exerci ing is one way of letting off
ste~ and help maintain a healthy body
Working out hould be done at least two
to three times a week for at least 30 minute. at a time.
Laughter has pro en to be effective for
relie ing stress. Being around a funny person or watching a funny film can ettle the
tensions oflife. Seek out new ironie oflife
and don't be afraid to explore ne thing.
Time management is a kill that a student or adult ne er grow out of. Knowledge i proper management of time and
can further help obtain future goal .
F out remind tudents for final exam :
to eat well not to live on cola, get enough
sleep make a study schedule and tart
early. Make the promi to carry out the
goal to th end. Then when final exam are
fini hed, reward completed goals. Buy that
CD or game that bring enjoyment to life.
Time management doe not mean
stUdying more and socializing I . It is
about being balanced and succe ful.
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Queen mattress t 150
8PC Bedroom set Comple e $425
Chair and Sofa Set $350
All ew - in Plastic - with warranty
) Direct Warehouse Sales
> No overhead so the
savings are passed
directly to you.
) First come first serve

843-68
1309
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ODK INDUCTION

The National honor societry Omicron Delta Kappa inducted 15 juniors and 10 enior
into its circle on Nov. 28 at 6 p.m.
Photo by Caroline P Smith

The science building is "sick, but not dead, " according to
president David A. DeCenzo.

'Sick' science building
will be healed soon
Amanda Kelley
Photo EditorlWriter
The R. Cathcart Smith Science
Building is atop the list of necessary
renovations.
An industrial hygienist analyzed
the building's air quality over the
summer and the result is best said
by President David Decenzo: "The
building is sick, but not dead."
Senior Raymond Gayhart 'aid,
"The building is old. There i nothing new and exciting; science i always changing. The features of the
building hould be able to keep up."
DeCenzo and the Board of
Trustee are planning a two-pha e
renovation.
The first pha e i a complete redo
of the building and the econd pha e
is an expansion of the building.
'We can't just move all of the
activities and offices so the current
plan is to construct an annex to the
Smith Science Center," said Michael
Roberts, dean of the sciences.

The location of the annex has not
yet been determined, but it will be a
permanent structure.
"The resources are on hand
to build an approximately 20,000
square foot structure that would
house high level teaching and research labs for the current occupants," said Roberts.
After building the annex, the existing building will be completely renovated "to include offices,
cia srooms and 'low level' teaching
labs," said Robert .
Jim Luken, in a..post on Chanter.
net, aid "the main campu science
building is really broken." Luken
would like to se design' promoting
more efficient instruction by allowing all science faculty and students
to be in close proximity.
Roberts addres ed thi issue saying, "The construction of this annex
does not include moving operations
from the' Coastal Science Center
back to the main campus, but it is
a long term goal to bring east back
west."

Junior:

Senior:

Jessica Faith Anderson
Tobias Lee Bands
Leah M. Biango
Erica Lynn Bolin
Nikki Reed Brawley
Haley Morgan Carter
Dana Marie DeLabar
Heather Elizabeth Eurell
Kelsey Ann Fall
Lindsay Michelle Fertig
Kevin James Gilbert
Gwenn Elizabeth McCoy
Amanda Caitlin Przybylowski
Chelsea Lauren Trimper
Jennifer M. Worthington

Shanna Denise Aughinbaugh
Megan Garnet Fisher
Lauren Melody Formalarie
Katie Harcum Hinson
Cherree Lanae Knox
Blair Gordon Paul
Stephanie Suzanne Rimer
Ashton Meghan Williams
Madeleine G. Winstead
Serrina Delilah Young

Photos by Yaw Odame

Top: Dr. Edgar Dyer speaks at the induction ceremony as the keynote speaker. Left
to right: Megan Fisher, Lauren Formalarie, Kevin Gilbert, Lindsay Fertig, Kelsey Fall
and Dana Labar wait outside Wall 309 to be inducted into Omicron Delta Kappa.
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How students can register o
Amanda Kelley
Photo EditorlWriter

'"It's a citizen's duty to defend
the democracy by voting the same
as a soldier's duty is to fight for our
freedom overseas," said senior marine science major Erin Scher.
The presidential election are
less than a year away, but now is the
time to prepare. -Senior education major loleen
Pastore said, "The people, especially our generation, need to be heard.
This is us, our future, we need not
only to speak up but to make the
most informed decision we can."
To make the most informed decision, research the candidates. Each S.C. primaries are Jan. 19 for Republicans and Jan. 26 for Democrats.
candidate has a personal Web site
but the Washington Post has a com- i ting http://projeets.washingtonpost. Registration can be completed in
Out-of-state
prehensi e, consistently updated coml2008~presidential-candidates.
person at any county board of 'oter for an ab entee ballot. Thi proce
coverage of each campaign. Keep
Residents of South Carolina registration, or by mailing in the reg- varies in each state, but the generup with each candidate as the cam- must register to ote 30 day prior to i tration form found online at http:// al procedure i the am. While it
paigning continues to unfold by vis- election day in order to be eligible. www.tate.sc.u Isc eel.
ould probably be ea ier to go to

,How CCU compares o
Maegan Sweat
Staff Writer
All students have personal reasons for choosing to attend Coa tal
Carolina Univer ity.
Many tudents undoubtedly
say the beach was a main reason,
but what about the factors beyond
the ideal location? How doe ceu
compare to imilar univer'ities?
ceu reported that the total student population in the fall of 2006
was 8,049, with a student to teacher ratio of 19.4 to 1.
The univer ity offer~ 40 major the most popular being business management, marine science,
biology, marketing, education and
psychology, along with 37 minor'.
The close proximity of the
beach provides an opportunity
for marine and wetland studies
as well as research for tudents to
learn hands on.
With Myrtle Beach being a
multicultural area, there are many
opportunities for internships with
other areas of study, as well.
With approximately 20 golf
courses and many resort style hotels, the professional golf manage-

----

ment and resort to uri m majors
are something that makes CCU
unique and tand out among other
area schools.
The CoUege of Charleston
(Cofe) a much older schoollocated down the coast, is a more developed institution but its numbers
are strikingly cIo e to CCU' '.
With a fall _006 student body
population of 11 ,21 Cofe also
boasts a low student to faculty
ratio of 13.3 to 1.
The college offers over 45 majors, with the most popular being
communication, bu ine ' admmi strati on, biology, education and
psychology.
As far a athletic' Cote offer
two very unique ports that CCUdoes not offer: ailing and women's eque ·trian. Thi may be a result of having a slightly larger student body than ceu.
Just north about an hour and a
halfis the Uni ersity of orth Carolina at Wilmington. The largest
of the three college' with almo t
12,000 tudents and 738 faculty
members, UNCW offers 73 bachelor's degrees.
This chool is also older than
CCU and is one of the 16 branch-

•
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es of the Dniver ity of orth Carolina. Located in the
rapidly growing city
of Wilmington it i
tougher to be admitted as a fre hman due
to the high volume of
applicant.
VVhen a ked how
ceu compared to
the e ch ols ophomore Erika Pomerantz re ponded that
CCU wa still mall
and developing a a
university.
'It almo t feel
like a private college'
she aid.
''I'm from ew York and
really wanted to go orne place
warmer for choo!. My family always a ationed in Myrtle Beach
and I felt right a1 home at Coastal," continued Pomerantz.
Sophomore mu ieal theater
majorBaileyHanksc1early ho ed
her enthusiasm about CCU.
"I think Coastal offers just a
much as other area college if not
more. It has diverse opportunitie
for each and every student, and e en

ege5
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ccu
offers
majo
that
other college in
the tate do not offer.
t only
that, but it ha om of the o. 1
programs in the tate uch
muical theater and marin iology. It
i very cIo e to the wonderful and
relaxing beach and ha place to
go for an exciting night lifi ., aid
Haw.
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How to travel this holi ay season: plane or automobiles?

There's no arguing the
Why do I have to take my
point that planes get travelshoes off if I'm wearing andais? Do I really have to take
er. to their destinations fastoff all my jewelry? Where is
er than any other mode of
my gate? Why did my gate!
transportation.
flighu'eat get changed?
If speed is a traveler's moThe questions continue,
tivation, then by all means,
but I think you get the point.
travel by air. But if travelDriving is so much easiers want to enjoy their trip, a
er. Pack, make sure you have
plane is not the way to go.
a map and gas, get in the car
Unfortunately, there are
Caroline P. Smith
and go.
some places that can only
Editor-in-Chief
While driving, there are
be reached from America
no rules about when you
by plane (unle s you've got
can or can't use electronic device . Lisweeks to travel by . hip).
My family live in Japan, and for me to ten to whate er you want, whenever yo
be with them during Christmas, I have to want, and you don't have to uffer through
spend at least 18 hours total on a plane (30 the airline. aftey procedure. and their nevhours round trip). Believe me, if I had the erending attempts to get flyer' to apply for
the frequent flyer program.
time to take a boat, I would.
The only scenery on a plane i cloud,
Flying is uch a hassle. Airports are so
large and they have 0 much going on that a horde of unhappy face and more cloud .
unless so~eone flies on a regular ba i , the In a car, the. cenery i endles : tree ,plenty
of billboards to read, city life country life
whole proces of flying i confusing.
How an1 I upposed to know yhether and now ince 0 many vehicles c me with
or not] can check in electronically or if I DVD player ,traveler can bring wha'te er
have to wait in line? Which line do I wait they'd like to 'atch.
Flying may be fa ter, but if God had
in? How much does my bag weigh and how
much d e it cost if my bag i overweight? wanted man to fly, He would ha e given u
What items am I not allowed to bring on the wings.
aircraft? When can I put my ID card away?

HARTY KEISER

rm terrified to
fly home for
break ...

Me too ... we could crash,
landing gear might not
come down, engines
could fail. ..

-they peacefully nod off to
A I sit here in Myrtle
sleep on a plane.
Beach airport typing thi article, I am waiting for my
The obvious exception
to flying wh never p ible
leather 'eat on a Spirit Air
i, if a pe on' de tination
plane to take me up into the
i a hort drive away, then it
clouds, I realize that flying i '
would not be t 0 costly to fill
a much better way to travel
up a car and drive. From my
home for the holiday..
home to CCU, it is e 'actly
In two hours, I will be
855 mile.
sailing over the coast and arI have a truck that get
riving in Boston. A smooth
Greg Martin
18 miles per gallon. This
two hour' on a plane sound
Staff Writer
mean if] filled up my tank
much more pleasing than sit\ ith regular ga oline at an
ting in a car for 17 hour .
Driving home and back to Coa tal Car- a 'erage co ,t of 3, it would co t about
142 each \ ay which mean it \ uld be a
olina University would take 34 hours out of
my vacation, when] only have 216 hour , total of 2 4 for just gasoline.
When my plane tic 'et only co
me
including the weekend. I would pend almo t 10 percent of my vacation driving.
183 r und trip, it i' not only easier to fly
The flying proce. and the dri ing pro- but ch ap r. Dri ing any m re than three
ces is a unique compari on becau e the hours could easily be turned into a hort
variable' in each are 0 different. Regard- flight ..
Ie ,I have done b th t1 e long dri e and
The ational Safety Coun il h found
the flight. The flight is much m re favor- that 0 'er a lifetime, the odd .of dyi~g in a
car (not truck, SUV or motorcycle) a iable for a few reason .
A bumpy plane ride i far les to cop d nt are one in 247 and the dd of dying in
'ith than the annoyan e of traffic t p an air or pace accident are one in 5 552.
Plane ,train and autom bile , whi hligh , dangerous drivers, p t holes and
ever you prefer to take, the idea i to get
con. tantly having to refu l.
Staying awake is an effort that must be home safely. But before you fill up your car
put into dri ing a long di tance that flyers with ga , consider checking the co't of a
do not e en have to second guess before flight home.

Later that day...
(Who would have thought making it to the airport
was more dangerous than the flight.)
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: Need some advice but don't know
where to turn? Look no further than The
__________________..'t.. Chanticleer. Submit your questions or

ASK THE EXPERT
TOPIC

t
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I Presidential elections
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William Chauncey
Advice Columnist
Q: With the primaries coming up soon, and the presidential
election next year, I m not sure
who I want to vote for: or what
party I even want to represent
me. How can I determine what I
am and who I want to vote for?
A: This i a que tion I myself
have battled with for a long time.
It is not easy to have to choos between two parties let alone e eral candidates.
There are 0 many ways to detennine what is right for you. I
would first sugge t to start out not
even worrying about the two par-

concerns (anonymously if you prefer)
to chanticleer@coasta\.edu. Advice and
support will be given from student advice
columnist Willia"! Chauncey.

ties. I feel that those who vote for a
candidate simply by the party they
are affiliated with aren t truly under tanding, nor taking advantage
of what our voting sy tern is all
about.
Secondly I would' ay do plenty of re earch. There will. be plenty of mud- linging between the
two partie , as well as within each
party, so it is best to do your own
research on each potential candidate to detennine what they are really all about. You will be hardpres ed to find the truth if you just
take what the candidates are telling
you at face value.
ext watch each and every debate you can. You can Jearn a lot
about some ne by how they handIe question in front of a live
audience.
I'll admit that the debates can
{)JDetimes eem fake, but with
everal debates throughout the
year it is always good to ee if the

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
While vi iting Coastal recently,
I noticed that parking wa a
concern. My son i considering
attending Coastal next fall. I have
made the decision that he will
not have a car on campu as a
freshman.
Maybe the university should
consider reinstating this rule.
I know a lot of college are
allo ing freshmen to have
automobiles. I think thi is a
privilege that should be earned.
Freshmen have to live on campu
and they should enjoy life on
campus. This will also cut down
on accidents and maybe the
drinking off campus.
After reading the e first two
articles in your newspaper
("Bu ted and Park") we are

"

candidate are answering the que tion with the same re pon e each
time.
Finally think for yours If. Take
in all that is being aid, what you
have re earched and what you find
works be t for the country. Thi i
the mo t important detail.
There are 0 many people that
ote for the candidate that be t
uits them. We hould be trying
to find the be t po sible candidate
that best uit: our country.
If we only fi oursel e
are not truly being patrioti no
are e doing hat' be t for our
country. So, don't be greedy hen
oring.

We hould all g out there and
'ote and we hould all vote for
ho 'e think will b
bring our
country back to the pe
of existence. We houJd b lookIng
for a candidate that care more
ab ut Ameri a than they do ab ut
them elve .

I This is what you hay

thinking again about our on
attending Coastal. This was not
what a parent needed to read
while vi iting.

--Judith Kessler
Imagine this, you walk into the
Commons and ee a ludent drop
their food on the floor. You expect
them to pick it up immediately,
but they don't. Then one of the
worker asks them to clean their
me up and they imply y,
'Isn't that your job?"
Imagine talking into the Common. as alway ,but today they
are witching between lunch and
dinner 0 all that i available C
wraps and pizza. You shrug and
head toward the pizza area, when

ay

you hear a tuden quarrelling
the cashier, "I paid my money to
come in here and eat, and all you
ha e i pizza and wrap . '
They continue arguing d manding for me kind of food
to come out of the kitchen. You
ould never do that right? And
yet meone h . The e are only
a fe example of di re peet that
i ho n to ard the orkers of
theComm n.
The e onderful pe pIe have
e perienced numerou in tance
where
den are rude for
no rea on. You would think
it' mainly the ' ill-mannered '
freshn.en population, and yet
there are many upperclru men

>

See Letters page J 4

LIKE IT OR NOT

The editor speak ou on
Christmas
Caroline P. Smith
Editor-m-Chief

I,.

VIEWPOINTS

BUSINESS ADVICE

Grant Brown
Business r.J'riter
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Currencies: How much is your dollar worth?

It is no secret that the value of
the U.S. dollar has been declining
for some time now. According to
data gathered from Yahoo!Finance,
the U.S. dollar exchanged for 0.95
euros in January of2003.
Today, the dollar fetches a mere
0.67 euros. That is a decline of 29
percent in just under five years. It
pays to understand the reason for
this decline, as well as the implications for Americans.
Barron's Business Review se-

ries cites that a currency's value is
detennined by supply and demand.
For example, when an American
consumer wishes to buy a European good, that consumer will supply
U.S. dollars, and demand euros in
order to buy the good. In this transaction, the added supply of dollars
decreases the dollar's value. Similarly, the added demand for euros
increases the euro's value.
Most would agree that over the
past few years, Americans have

been demanding foreign goods in
staggering ntunbers, and willing
to give up their dollars in the process. This situation has put downward pressure on America's oncestrong currency.
The major implication of the
dollar's decline is that it causes imports to become more expensive.
One of America's chief imports is
oil. Thus, as the dollar declines,
gas price will continue to rise for
American drivers.

The solution to this problem is
twofold. First, America will have
to produce more goods domestically, rather than importing them from
abroad. Second, America will have
to produce more goods that foreigners deem attractive.
If these two fealS are accom"pli hed, then demand for the dollar
will go up and its supply will go
down. Only then will the U.S. dollar's value rise to levels that American .have enjoyed in the pa t.

Letters, page 13

or anywhere el e. As we move
through life, respect is one thing
that we mu t hold dear.
a ~ weIl as faculty members, who
This one concept will open
display this same lack of respect.
doors that no amount of money,
Some view these people as
no matter how great the re 'ume
nothing more than hired help,
and
no amount of charm could
only fit to do their bidding and not
achieve.
Respect is to show
worth giving them time of day.
Moreover, the e people also find it regard or consideration for
another, so please show regard
fit to pick on and laugh about the
and
consideration for those
mentally handicapped Commons
whose
jobs are already hard
workers.
These same people you pick on without others making it more
difficult.
because of how they look or act
Timothy A. Bardlavens, ir.
choose to work here not because
they are required to, but to get out
For three weeks, Coastal
of the house and see something
University NAACP
Carolina
different.
Youth
&
College
Division
This is not just a job for them,
sp6nsored
'2\' Thanksgiving 'Can
it is a getaway; they find pride in·
Food Drive.
going and working with other
Within tho e three weeks, we
not only like them but like us
collected
an ample amount of
students. To them the most
canned goods and non-perishable
important thing about their job
items. The items were donated to
is going home knowing they got
something accomplished that day. the organization CARETEAM,
which benefits lives affected by
What we don't realize is that
HIV/AIDS.
these people voluntarily come to
Their mission is to empower
work, standing for eight or more
our
community with the means
hours a day and only resting
to
stop
the pread of HIV through
during their lunch breaks. Their
duties are not to cater to students, prevention, education, treatment
and support.
but perform the job that is
The food collected went to
expressed in their job description,
more
than deserving families so
and to follow certain written
they could enjoy a wonderful
guidelines placed upon them by
Thanksgiving.
their superiors.
On behalf of CCU NAACP, we
Though some of these workers
would
like to thank Mrs. Agatha
may have no more than a high
school diploma, it doesn't give us A. O'Brien Gayes, director of
academic advising, Mrs. Brianne
.c<;>l1ege students any right to treat
Parker,
academic adviser, all the
them as if they are lower than
Fir t Year Experience students,
us. In reality, just as quick as we
the outstanding members
choose to look down on another,
of
Leadership Challenge,
we can wind up in the same
Multicultural
Student Services
position.
and all those who contributed.
My point is not only to
--D'Shannon Brown
how respect for the Commons
President.
CCU
NAACP Youth &
workers, but anyone who works
College
Division
at a McDonalds, a gas station

The Chanticleer

is going weeklv
1: Monday, Feb. 4
2: Monday, Feb. 11
3: Monday, Feb. 18
~: Monday, Feb. 25
5: Monday, March 3
6: Monday, March 10
7: Monday, March 31
8: Monday, April 14
9: Monday, April 21
10: Monday, April 28
11: Monday, May'5
12: Summer
In an effort to increase readership and news coverage on
campus, The Chanticleer will
begin publishing on a weekly
basis starting in the spring 2008
semester.
As Coastal Carolina University continues to grow, The Chanticleer staff feels the need to grow

with it. College of similar 'ize
as CCU have newspaper that
publi h weekly, and as CCU i
trying to change it c1as ification
and become a top chool in the
Southeast, we feel we can help,
and that it i our duty to help, by
increa 'ing our rate of publication.
Students, faculty, staff and

member of the community are
encouraged to read, not only The
Chanticleer, but other local newspaper as well. The Chanticleer
welcomes everyone' opinions.
Above i . a Ii ,t of the 'pring
publi 'hing date so you know
when you can pick up your copy
of The Chanticleer.
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For The Chanticleer
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The Angel Tree is located downstairs in the Student Center on a bulletin board.

Campus organizations are
stepping up this holiday seas n
presents this holiday season.
Gift donations from tudents
faculty and staff are being accepted until Dec. 20, which means that
Students at Coastal Carolina students can take advantage of the
University are provided a number opportunity to donate in just a few
of remarkable opportunities to par- minutes of free time between final
ticipate in charity events, volunteer exams.
For those students who are unwork and donations throughout the
aware of The Angel Tree Project,
year.
During the holiday season, these CCU's Student Government Asevents seem to be more of a priori- sociation (SGA) is sponsoring thi
ty than ever. It is important to some year's holiday tree, which i located
CCU organizations that families all in the Student Center.
The eeu community i encourover the world be able to celebrate
aged to participate by electing an
the holiday to the fullest.
Some people may take the view angel from the tree on the bulletin
that they do not have the time. the board in the lobby and returning a
money or the power to help as much purchased, unwrapped gift to the
Student Center by Dec. 10.
as others.
Amber Riley, a 'enior bu ine
At CCU, tudents have a variety of way to celebrate the holi- man gement major, think that The
day both on campus and by help- Angel Tree Project i one of the
ing tho e in need. Different orga- be t ay to help out during the
nizations and club on campu are holida. s.
"I've al ay done Outreach Proholding events to help the Ie forgram~ 0 I think the children should
tunate community.
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity is always hav a happy holiday. I think
hosting a Christmas concert in order thi program make it po sible for
to benefit children at the Horry children to enjoy Christma,' aid
Riley.
County Shelter Home.
Partaking in thi ceu e ent
The goal of this donation project i for each of the children at the may be able to as i t more than 400
shelter to be able to have Christmas children during the holiday sea on.

Lo Pirie
Staff Writer

The ceu community can also
help this sea on through STAR
(Students Taking Active Respon ibility). Many students at ecu are
either members of STAR or they
have participated in other STAR
ponsored events.
This year's canned food drive
may be one of the most convenient
way for financially strapped college ,tudents to help tho e in need
in time for the holiday eason.
Donation for STAR' canned
food driv are being accepted in
many locat· on around CU campu in marked containers.
At time college tuden feel
powerle to help betwe n their
marne chedule and their compromi ed financial circumstance. Stud nts at CU are to be gh en abundant chance to participate in the
kinds of donati n and a i tance
OPPOrtunitIes.
Participating in a donation opportunity or food drive can make
each student more aware of the importance of helping the I
fortunelte in a ason which i often 0 erly-focu ed on material go
Th e e ent ,,"ill gi e the CU
community the opportunity t remember hat th holiday sea n
hould be about.

It' that time of year again the time for giving and not r eiing and the tim for fullt cake and
amazing gifts.
What better tim to learn more
about onIin hopping than th holiday eason?
One of the biggest i e hen it
come to purchasing that perfect gift
for omeone i price. Thi i
online hopping ha a ep up 0 er
retail tore.
The Internet offe
multipl
Web ite that 11 items ~ r a much
hich can ometime
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£10,000 + (Don't get your hopes up ... £10,OOO =
$20,000)
1.6 Litre Diesel DIN HOi 70 hp Diesel motor combined with a 30 hp electric motor/Generator

Colin Buxton
Staff Writer
After the last issue, we all
knew this was coming: a special
"Batteries Included" environmentally friendly car column.
These cars have the hottest
of hot new technology; the ecofriendly cars of today can vouch
for that with some waiting list~
extending past 10 years or o.
We are all feeling the bum of
petroleum prices today. No matter what you drive, these cars take
the sting out of it. They don't look
half bad, either. In any futuristic
movie that you've ever seen, what
wa one of the strongest points in
eeing it? The technology that
the producer felt like throwing in
there! After "i-Robot" and "Minority Report," didn't you see any
articles or people gleaming over
the cars from those movies?
Futuristic cars are awesome and the designers of these hybrids
and electric cars were given explicit orders to not hold back.
Now, anyone who follows this
column got a glimpse of the new
BMW X6. Well, get ready for the
purebreds. .

CTROE C-CACTUS
From its tyling to the impre ive fuel con umption, thi pin
my idea of a Cactu. a a spiny, intimidating thing t a rigl teou an
attrac lve automobile.
Th engine" a mating of a
die el and electric engine t give it
a combined to al of 9 h epper, with a fuel con umption rate f
69 mpg. M truck ge 15 mpg - I
feel like a dope to say the lea t.
The engine wi11 witch completely to electric power (called
ZEV - Zero Emissions Vehicle
- mode) when traveling in urban
(low power - no need for excessive acceleration) areas and will
rely on both motors (diesel and
electric) on long or highway trips.
The top speed is limited to 93
mph by blocks designed into the
vehicle. If you bought this car,
you don't plan on going fast anyway. A quote from the movie "Be
Cool" is necessary here,
Chili Palmer: It's the Cadillac
of Hybrid

Martin Weir: But what
about speed?
Chili Palmer: If you're
important, people will
wait.
The body styling just
screams to me ofT-road
Mini Cooper. Even the
goofy rims seem to fit.
All in all, there is just
one question left on my
mind; when does it come
out? Maybe around 2010,
I've been having a hard
time finding anything
close to a release date on
this vehicle. I wouldn't
mind being on that waiting
list to get one, though.

2008
TOYOTA
YARISSR
I have to say, when
someone mentioned that
I check up on the Toyota Yaris, I
was expecting to be praising the
car on its ecological impact and
chastising it for its looks, but this
car looks pretty cooL
The engine for thi little gassipper has a few options lined up
for folk palming out the 20.00 +
price tag. The best option i the
1.8 Litre VVT-I engine, but 'ou
can al '0 get a 1.3 Litre 'VT-J
r a die el option in the -4 Q
engine.
What i great when yo ar
buying a new car i. plenty of option. <ngine option mean that
thi c, r will be tailored specifica1J)
for your ne d .
'Want a littl sp rty action? Go
ahead with the 1.8. Looking for a
fla hy commuter - or maybe a college student get-around vehicle?
Maybe the 1.3 or the D-4D is better suited for you.
Plenty of options on engines
and and other features focu e.
your view on what you actually
need the vehicle for.
A heads-up, the VVT-I engine
is put together witl} fuel economy
in mind. The valves inside of the
engine are precisely tuned so intake
and exhaust valves in the engine
operate at optimum efficiency.
The valves in an engine are

important in supplying the engine with oxygen and fuel needed for detonation to drive the piston. By tuning these peifectly, you
can cut down on fuel needed and
. ave gas.
The picture of the Yari SR
completely blew my expectations
out of the water. I had ome to expect all of these Toyo or Honda
ffi i nts a a ort of blob (The
Priu do n't cream a e ome ju t
from a glance.)
The Yari SR 0 '5 porty.
I'm a u ker for srnail- porty car .
ention a Mini Co p r and atch
my reaction.
Apparently, the upgrade \ a in'ide a vel1 a' out. rom a leather
steering wheel and other cool option., the previous Yaris was exclaimed to be bland. I don't hear
that from any reviewers on this
vehicle.
In recap, this sounds like a really cool vehicle (I'm still holding
out for the Cactus, personally) and
may be something to check out,
especially since the gas prices are
c1imbingonce again.
Sporty and fuel efficient are
not synonymou, but with fuel
economy like 39 mpg, I'd take it
in a heartbeat.

www.digids.com
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For The Chanticleer
lth graduation c min
man tuden who are lea in
thinking no talgically a ut th ir
past our (or fi e) years ere at
Coa tal Carolina Uni er ity.
Although tuden rna be m ing on we thought we'd compile a
Ii t of 10 thing
do be
graduating for luden
h till have a
bit of time left. ~

Illu tration by Brandon Lockett

Students often find it challenging to balance going to classes, working a part-time or a
full-time job and maintaining a healthy social life.

out to th real wor d
pile of wonderful mem ri , ju
like u .
tuff to do before graduatin
fro
c:
1. Go
Coastal AI

uggling schoo a
Students often have to work their way through college
Nathan White
For The Chanticleer
Whether to go out or to pay the
bills, more and more college tudents have to work to pay for the
thing they want and need.
hI have to work. It is the only
way I can pay my bill ," aid Tony
Luoma, a senior studio art major
who works full-time and attends
school full-time.
Full-time or part-time, college students enter the workforce
to pay for things like rent, utilities, car payments, insurance and
cell phone bills. Most of them did
not worry about these bill . while
in high choo!.
According to The
ational Center for Education Statitics, nearly half of full-time stu-

dent and 85 percent of part-time
college students ages 18 to 24 are
employed.
Finding work while in college
i . relatively easy. The majority of
'tudent who work, do 0 in a field
that many before them and after
them have worked.
With an abundance of re taurant, he ervke indu try provides fast ca~h for tudents to pay
their bill and i' appealing to college tudent because it requires
little or no experience to tart.
School can be tre sful and
when bill start coming in, the
added -e ' 'i unwanted. Whether
working in a re'taurant, an office
or on campu , the money earned
can help ease the unwanted tre'
of paying bills.
With college tuition, many tudents split college costs with their

parents: parents may pay tuition,
while. tuden pic up living e pen es and other co ts.
"My parents will onl pay for
my tuition. I wo to earn m ey
or food, . hopping and bOO' "
. aid Michelle Ru , a senior
communication major who orks
as a erver at Blarney tone.
It i becoming m re and m re
common for tudents to rely on
them lve to pa for th thing
they need. College mold tuden
to prepare for the real orId. om
tuden said ork instill the vo '
ethic needed for that
rid.
Je ica Archibald a
communication major aid
ing while in . chool "force ou
to Jearn tim management, juo-gl
between two different 1" ' and
teache respon ibility and bo to
prioritize."

ha a wealth of them. Fr m

e

Iture
What is your
favorite thing
about the
holidays?

7
freshman, English
major:

"The stress free
month with no

f

sO~homore, communi ..
;atton major:
Getting the chance to
~o home and spend
time with my family. "

,

freshman, marine
ence major:

-

.
SCI-

"Going Christmas.
shopping and bUYing
gifts for my friends
and family."

freshman, unde ..
clared major:

"Eating gingerbread cookies."

freshman, professional golf management major:
junior, manage ..
ment major:

"Getting to see my
friends."

"Snow. , \ike to snowboard and ski on the
holidays."
Compiled by Amanda Kelley

UifIIi'l

Ashley Stevens
Viewpoints Editor
Although nothing can compare to the live buzz of a Daft Punk
show, from the robotic costumes, onstage pyramid and the group of dancing, sweaty concert-goers, the French
duo's latest albwn, "Alive 2001" certainly come close.
"Alive 2007 ' is Daft Punk" econd live album, following their previous live release from 10 year ago,
"Alive 1997." Thi new albwn feature the pair's perfonnance in Paris
of June 2007.
.
The album consi ts of seemingly
endle tracks of pumping bas line
and teady drum beats, with th ir signa~re distorted synthesizer.
The album is a 12-track mashup of the band's greatest songs from
previous albums, with a bonu di c
featuring their enc'ore perfonnance,
along with a music video of "Harder,
Better, Faster, Stronger.'
The CD is a perfect blend of their
most noteworthy songs, with the
cheers and chants of an extremely enthusiastic audience added m.
The mu ic begins with the roar
of the audience a a distorted voice
chimes in to begin "Robot Rock!
Oh Yeah" and ends with a beat
that stylishly leads into "Touch
It!fechnologic. "
With each song, the thrill grow
even more as the bass line begin to
get heavier and drumbeats harder. It
would be almost impossible to not

fiel the beat and begin to move to the
music, as the audience mo t certainlydid.
Track five enters a ~ a combination
oftwos>fDaft Punk's more renowned
songs, "Around the WorldlHarder:
Better, Fa ter, Stronger,' as the two
ongs are carnIe sly blended into a
Daft Punk uper ong.
The music continues on by mixing "One More Time/Aerodynamic,"
''Da FunklDadftendirekt" along with
ix other tracks that ultimately leads
up to the union of three tracks, "SuperheroeslHuman After AlllRock 'n
Roll."
Then of cour e there is the almost 10-minute encore of "Human I
Together I One More Time I Music
Sounds Better With You I Stardust."
"Alive 2007 'i over 80 minute of pure Daft Punk at their fine t and actually capture· the intensity
of being at their live show. So tum up
the volume, cIo e your eye and feel
alive in 2007.

Track Listing:
1. "Robot Rock I Oh Yeah"
2. "Touch It I Technologic"
3. "Television Rules The Nation
I Crescendolls"
4. "Too Long 1 Steam Machine"
5. "Around The World I Harder
Better Faster Stronger"
6. "Burnin' I Too Long"
7. "Face To Face I Short Circuit"
8. "One More Time I Aerodynamic"
.
9. "Aerodynamic Beats I Forget
About The World"
1 O. "Prime Time Of Your
Life I Brainwasher J Rollin' &
Scratchin' I Alive"
11. "Da Funk I Daftendirekt"
12. "Superheroes I Human After
AliI Rock'n Roll"

Bonus Disc
1. "Human I Together lOne
More Time I Music Sounds Better With You I Stardust"
2. "Harder, Better, Faster,
Stronger" Music Video
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ASHLEY STEVENS
VIEWPOINTS EDITOR

s wintertime quickly approache and tudents are forced to wap the tank t P and flip
flops for warmer more easonal clothe many travel to the local Coa tal Grand Mall
to get their winter fashion needs.
But with so many trend to follow, who ha time to find out what i "in'?
After earching through countle fashion magazine and peru ing numerou fa hion
blogs, here is a Ji t of eight fashion trend for the winter eason. Be t of all, the tr nd an
be found at the local mall while working on a budget any college t hioni ta can afford.
Metallics
This gold sequin shirt
from Express is perfect for
a night out on the town.
$49.50

Plaid

... . ..

Forget

..

Plaid isn't just for lumberjacks; try this flattenng
pea coat from Old avy.

$88

.

Puffer JacII. .
This wann yet fashi0n.able jacket from Old avy
comes in several different
colors.

n'&

Gray

Gray can be
found everywhere, but Old
Navy offers a great pair of
gray boot cut Jeans.
$29.50

Knit Beret and Scarf
Sure to keep you warm,
try this set from Old Navy
in one of winter's hottest
colors-gray.
$12.50 and 19.50

Men's Fashion

..
Strip Aerobics

2

2

Yoga

'"

3

"

.. .. .. ..

.. .
..... .
""

Top Beauty Products

4

Whars
-

fashionable
By:

formeop
GUYS SPEAK OUT: "WHAT
IS 'IN STYLE' FOR GUYS?"

MEG DUVALL
ASSISTANT EDITOR

Scott Graziani
Jordan Plyler
Junior management major
"Comfort. I wear jeans and a
sweatshirt every day."

Freshman undeclared
"Sideways hats because
rappers wear them."

Ash Pearce
David Covington
Freshman undeclared
"Pink polos, because Kanye
[West] wears them."

Senior sports management major
"A nice pair of jeans that fit properly and a nice fitted top."

Dakota Harris
Brandon Corey
Freshman communication major
"Polos and button-downs
because they just are."

Sophomore communication major
"My Air Force One , becau e
they're odd colors and no one
has them."

LEAH MARAVICH

FOR THE CHANTICLEER

group of girls, all wearing
tight, skimpy outfits, dance
to sexy music, surrounded by
mirrors and poles. Think you're
at the Master's?
Think again.
Carmen Electra has created a
new type of workout that encourages women to take it all off - the
pounds and the clothes. This
exciting workout is the first of its
kind to incorporate sexy dances
into a workout routine.
Each video provides a vigorous warm-up to get exercisers ready to go. The

A

video" themes range from Strip
Your Way to Fitne ,Fit to Strip,
Advanced Aerobic Striptea e,
The Lap Djlnce and Hip Hop, a
well as many others. The video
teach a series of short dance routines, such as the sexy librarian
or the hat-tie-men's shirt routine.
Gym all around the country are now offering Sex Ed
Striptease Aerobic cla se . The
classes are set up to simulate the
videos.
CIa ses start with a warm-up
routine and then a different dance
is taught in each cla . Just like
the videos, cla e teach a exy
strip tea e, a lap dance routine
and a hip hop routi~e, aL .well as
other fun sexy dance.
The workouts, both video and
classes, are fun and ea y to lea~.
but come up short in terms of
fitnes .
The routines are fairly hort,
.normally the length of one song,
and the most inten e part of the
work out is the warm-up. Once
the routine is learned, it is imply
a matter of repetition.
The workouts are more fun
than exercise, but are more u eful as a supplement to a regular
work~ut regimen, rather than a .
replacement. If nothing else,
the workouts provide a serious
confidence boo t.
So the question i ,are you
fit to strip?

Spin
1 \Vh
3 egg
I,4 cup
I,4 cup
Salt
Peppe
1. Lig
spray

2. Gel
3. Coe
mo. tl

to one
halft
4. Fli
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he word 'yoga' mean
to yoke or unite. U ing
movement, breath, posture .
relaxation and meditation. yoga
help to unite the body, mind
and emotion and help create a
vibrant and balanced approach
to life," aid Julie Melfi, campu
yoga in tructor.
"The beauty of yoga is in it
versatility, allowing you to focu
on the phy ical, p -ychological or
spirituaL or a combination of the
three. Yoga will help you live a
happier, healthier life.
"Yoga can in pire you to do
more than you ever have before
and best of all, anyboyd can do
yoga! Sticking \ 'ith it will increa e
your strength, flexibility and
balance," aid Melfi.
Some of the many benefit of
yoga include:
> Longer, stronger muscles;
> better posture;

> freedom from stress and
anxiety;
> improved mobility in shoulders
and hips;
> reduction (often even complete
elimination) of pain in muscles
and joints;
> enhanced ability to
concentrate at wor or in
class;
> relief of symptoms of
depression;'
> improved ability to
sleep at nigh~; and
> increased mental
and physical
energy during
the day.

fZ€CiP€S
AMANDA KELLEY
PHOTO EDITOR/WRITER

Spinach and Mushroom Omelette
1 whole egg
3 egg white
U cup mushroom
U cup spinach leave, coarsely chopped
Salt
Pepper
1. Lightly grea e frying pan with butter or cooking
pray and tum burner to medium.
2. Gently beat the whole egg and 3 egg white .
3. Cook eggs on medium heat. When egg' are
mo tly cooked. add mushroom. and pinach leave
to one half of the pan and fold the remail 'ng egg
half to cover the pinach and mu .. hroom .
4. Flip once 0 mu 'hroom. and pina h are heated
through.
5. Add salt and pepper to taste.

e the po irion
and tenn ar quite
intere ring but the benefi from
yoga go far beyond the typi al
exerci. e c1as . And the be t
part? It i not ju ~t for girl .
The practice of yoga date
back 5 000 year to ancient
India. The ba ic eem imple
enough: meditation breathing
and e 'erci e. There i more to
thi art than mee~ the eye.
Yoga join the mind b dy
and ~oul
"one. Practiti ner
mo e breathe and "center'
all part of the b dy
phy ically a
ell a
emotionally.
During yoga.
the body i treated
as an in ' troment

Fettuccine with a paragus and tomato
8 ounce dried fettuc ine, bro en
1 pound fre h asparagus, cut into 1 ~ inch piece
I table poon extra virgin olive oil
4 tomatoes, chopped
3 ounce prosciutto, cut in thin trips
1/3 cup grated parme an chee e

1. Cook fettuccine according to package direction ,keep warm.
2. In a large killet, cook and tir asparagus in hot
oil for 4 ntinute or until nearly tender. Add tomatoe and pr ciutto; cook about 2 minute more or
until heated through.
3. Add a paragu mixture to fettuccine. ,'tir to
combine and top with parme, an chee e.

Cinnamon Sugar Cookies
1 ~ cup powdered ugar
1 cup butter or margarine oftened
1 tea poon vanilla
~ teaspoon almond extra t
1 egg
2 ~ cup all-Plll])O flour
1 tea poon baking da
1 tea poon cream of tartar

Cinnamon
Granulated ugar

1. Preheat oven to 375°F.
2. Mix P wdered ugar. butter anill and at
e tract in a large mixing bo 1 then dd
flour, b . ng da and cream 0 tartar. Add
mon tp t teo
3. Shape c 0 r'e and pIa e on light!)
d
cookie heet.
4. Separately mix granulated u
to create cinnamon ugar. prin
ie before baking.
5. Bake c o'e or 7 to 9 minut or until g d
brown.

Feng S
The art of
placement
JESSICA M. GREEN
STAff WRITER

haos is a simple description for a
dorm room.
It is a crossroad where studying .
meets .leeping, socializing meets
eating and everything in between.
Through the doorway is a home unlike
any tudent will live in his or her
entire life. There seems to be no end
to the unorganized happenings of most
dorm rooms.

This is where feng shui comes in.
Feng shui (fung schway) originated
in ancient China and is the tradition of
placement and design. A person who
practices feng shui lives harmoniously
among the space. A person who
decorates according to the art of feng
shui sees that world as being alive
with chi (energy) and that is directly
affected by the details in the home.
This concept is now becoming
more significant in Western culture as
people attempt to balance their lives
and achieve prosperity.
Students can feng shui their dorms
or apartments with these simple and
easy steps.
APARTMENT:
1. Too large a doorway will let chi
escape. Counter this by placing wind

chimes outside the door. Too small a
doorway will not allow enough chi to
enter. Place mirrors on either side of the
door in the inside.
2. Remove all footwear from around
the main door of the apartment. Chi
is spread by the wind and the smell of
footwear causes sickness.
3. Do not restrict doorways with chairs
while arranging dining room furniture.
There should be space for people to
maneuver around.
4. It is very important to have an even
number of chairs around the table.
5. The entrance way is al 0 important
and can become stagnat (pertaining to
chi flow) if there are no windows. Place
a small water fountain or mirrors to
solve thi problem.

DORM ROOM:
1. The western wall of a room should be
reserved for sleeping. The east, on the
other hand, is best for studying
and symbolizes

IJ@~ ~n©[k©~

MAEGAN SWEAT
STAFF WRITER

ccording to Men's Health
magazine, this is what's hot for
the men out there.
1. Bumble and Bumble Seaweed
Shampoo. This product is not fruity,
doesn't have a smell and is great for
all hair types. $14
2. Jack Black Pomade. Keep your

A

wisdom. Place beds and desks accordingly.
2. Position body and bed so that the headboard rests against a solid wall and feet
are away from the door while sleeping.
This way it is not similar to a coffin. If it
similar to a coffin, energy will be 10 t.
3. Keep artwork on the walls to a
minimum, but still full of vibrant color.
Adding too much will contribute to the
feeling of clutter and disorganization.
Color will make the room feel homely.
4. Keep the room as o~n as pos ible.
Wmdows and doors are energy portals.
Blocking them clogs 1:hi.
5. When choo ing color for the room,
make sure the color cho en be. t suits
the type of energy desired. See the color
chart for guidance.
Bagua (ba-gwa) is a color chart u ed
to show the nine different zone that correspond with nine different areas of life.
> Redlfire

represents fame/
reputation
) Pink represents relationship/
love/marriage
> White/metal represents
creativity/children
> Silver/gray represents helpful
people/travel
> Black/water represent$ car~er/
life path
> Blue represents skills and
knowledge/wisdom
> Green/wood represents family/
foundation
> Purple represents prosperity/
abundance

Men's and women's beauty products

hair styled and shiny, all while
moisturizing. $16 on JackBlack.com.
3. Gillette Facial Moisturizer. It
even has SPF 15. $6
4. Nivea for Men Deep Cleaning
Facial Scrub. This scrub is an easy
way to keep your face clean and fresh
all day long. $5
5. Kielb's Lip Balm. This no color
balm will keep your lips healthy. $6
on Keilhs.com.
Women's Health magazine lists
the following products as the best of

the year, and even better, they won't
break the bank.
.
1. Olay Body Butter Ribbons Body
Wash. This luxurious fragrance
washes and moisturizes dry skin
and helps protect skin against the
damaging effects of water. $4
2. Cetaphil face wash.
Recommended by a dermatologist,
the gentle formula washes away dirt,
oil and make-up and leaves skin with
a clean, fresh feel. $8
3. Redken Straight 05 Straightening

Balm. Use this product to help keep
your hair healthy before tormenting it
with the flat iron. $14
4. MAC lipgloss in clear. This clear
gloss goes perfect over any color
lipstick, or even alone for a great
daytime look as well. $13
5. Guerlain Terracota Moisturizing
Bronzer. This moisturizing bronzer
won't dry your skin and it gives you a
tan look even in the winter. $40
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Tree Lighting Ceremony
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Theater students travel to
auditio n for future jobs
Kimberly Daniel
Sta/fWriter

Iy/

Coastal Carolina Univer ity' Theater
Department students began preparing for
summer work by attending the South Carolina Theatre Association' (SCTA) convention held 0 '. 9 to II in Spartanburg.
SCTA's convention con i ted of workhops, panels and keynote speeche by successful South Carolina artists and companies. This wa also an opportunity for students to go through a screening in order to
further audition in the South Eastern Theatre Conference (SETC) that will be in
Chattanooga, Tenn., in March 2008.
·'Nerve-wracking" is the word Kirk
Johnson and Trey Gerrald both used to decribe the auditioning process.
There were over 90 students acro the
state who attended the preliminary auditions, which caused some studen including Caroline Cuseo to have to endure the
fi e-hour wait before performing.
When it 'a student tums to perform,
they walked on tage introduced themelve and performed their monologue
and/or song within a et time limi During
the performance, three adjudicators cored
students according to their acting ability
mo ement, communication and pre ence.
Thi performance in
'hich studen are given 90 econds or Ie s, takes
preparation.
Cu eo said her preparation included
picking good material (monologue/ ong)

that accentuated her positi e creating an
in-depth character con i_ tently rehearsing
and recei !lng feedback from profe ors.
John on Gerrald and Cu eo ere a
part of the stud nts auditioning in hope of
being pa ed' on to SETe.
SETe . not only include
with working theatre profe ional
it also gi e~ tudents ho were pas ed
through creening the opportunity to audition for over 100 theater organization in
order to get summer work., aid Johnson.
Out ofthe tudents auditioning at SCTA
38 were pas ed on to SETC, which included 12 CCU tudent making up about 75
percent of the tudents who attended from
thi university.
. These tudents will attend SETC in
March with more than 800 other individual seeking work, experience and opportunities to grow in professional acting.
Gerrald aid thi proces i a great way
to "jump tart an acting career. '
''People in other majors ha 'e th opportunity to begin intern hip \\hile in colleg andgettingaprofe sional ummeracting job Ii our [actors and actre e] equi alent,' said Gerrald.
For tuden interested in attending
SeTA ne t year these three tuden all
gi e advice to be prepared.
,. ou ha e no control 0 er when your
'big break may come. The only thing you
can control i ho prepared you are hen
that moment finally arri e ,. aid Johnson
who quoted Broadway actr Jenn Colella
from a SCTA workshop.

Above: Dr. Terry Sinclair
leads the CCU Chamber
Choir as they sing
Christmas carols. Right:
Charmaine Tomcyzk
and Bertha Fladger sing
along with the choir.
Below: Children gather
around the Christmas
tree on the Singleton
Lawn as instructed
by President David
DeCenzo. As they
touched the tree, the
lights were tumed on.
Santa Claus made a
special appearance
soon after the lighting.
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ENTERTAIN YO

RSELF

Music, movies, books, games and cartoons

Mixing it up: Volume 6

Crossword

a mix for your listening pleasure
Chuck Plunkett
Entertainment Writer
1. Pro~ - "Breathe"
2. Linkin Park - "Points of
Authority"

3. The Toadies - "Quitter"
4. Foo Fighters - "I'll Stick
Around"

5. AFI - ''The Leaving Song
Pt. 2"
6. The Notorious B.I.G"Gimme the Loot"
7. Streetlight Manifesto - "If
and When We Rise"
8. Fort Minor feat. Styles of

This' ue I was asked to make a
mix for people to work out with, to
go along with orne of the featured
articles in the paper. Thi is simply
a Jist that I have been listening to
recently to work out to.
They are all high energy songs,
with many different sound ' and types
of mu ic .0 you don't get bored and
feel Hke stopping.
You'll find that whether you're
wanting to run until you can't feel
your legs anymore, or if you want
to lift to get "huge," these songs will
cater to your needs and keep you
going t
ghout the entire workout.
The la t track is meant to calm you
down on your walk back or your drive
back home. It will immediately relax
you and bring you back to reality, and
get your breathing and heart rate back
to normal.
So enjoy the mix, get up, work
out, be careful and stay healthy.

Beyond - "Remember the
Name"
9. 30 Seconds to Mars - "The
Kill"
10. Kanye West feat. Jay-Z"Diamonds of Sierra
Leonne
Remix"
11. Incubus - "Make Yourself'
12. Outkast - "Skew It on the
Bar-B"
13. Rage Against the Machine
- "Testify"
14. Talib Kweli - "Work It Ouf'
15. Incubus - "Aqueous
Transmission"
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Christmas
3

4

6
8

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Happy _ __
4. Red and jolly
5. What bad ones get
7. Door adornments
9. Holiday tunes
10. Fruit pie
11. Little helpers
13. Kiss beneath
14. " _ _ _ Bells"

2. Holiday beverage
3. Lights the way for the
sleigh
4. Unique precipitation
6. The nights before
8. Frosty was one of
these
12. Shiny decoration

11

12
13

Top Five
1. "Double Cross" - James
Patterson
2. "Stone Cold" - David
Baldacci
3. "Protect and Defend" Vince Flynn
4. "Creation in Death" - J.D.
Robb
5. "Book of the Dead" Patricia Cornwell

Normal

m

o
o

"
(I)

3
8

9

2

5

4

1

8.

2

4

2

3
~

7

6

7

9

3

6

5

9
1

7

3:
1. "Enchanted" $35,332,000 2. "This
Christmas"
III
- $18,600,000
(I)
3. "Beowulf' - $16,240,000
4. "Hitman" - $13,035,000
5. "Bee Movie" - $12,010,000

o

<

1

2

9

RXl~,UOff
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Drummer of Co eed a

Camb

Kyle Drapeau
Staff Wi-iter
Gas: $20. Two tickets to Coheed and Cambria: free. A hamburger and chips: paid for by a
friend. Getting to interview the
drummer for Coheed and Cambria, then. eeing them live for almo t two hour ': priceles .
Through a weird and completely random series of event , I wa
given the opportunity to interview
Chris Pennie, Coheed and Cambria' . new drummer. before eeing
the band live at the House of Blue
on ov.21.
After pa ing through a erie
of corridors and stainvell I at
down back tage with Pennie and
talked to him about in ipiration
band history and advice for aspiring mu kian .
. 'Personal experience have alay fueled Claudio' writing. He
was in France and saw a ign tha
eventually became Coheed and
Cambria," said Pennie. The band

ha been together ince ) 99
going through different member
and name change. but b. t11ed
through and broke onto the cene
with "The Second Stage Turbine
Blade." the band' debut album.
Pennie credited their ucces
to dedica60n, busine kno \!-ho
and most of all, a 10 e of mu ic.
"You have to 10 e what you're
doing," aid Pennie. "Growing
up, \ there wa no My pace, ju t
phone .lfyou're gonna get to thi
level, you need bu ine kill too.

ae

but I a) love playing and remember that it take ork.
Ha ing be n on t ur all 0 er
the nation a well a intemational1 ,Pennie reflected about hi favorite place to play. as wen hi
favorite ong to pertbnn.
''The Tabernacle in Atlanta i
really nice. e York and LA are but thing
alway fun; aid Pennie. '''The
Final Cut' i a lot of fun to play.
E ery ong i fun but e keep it
really 100 . Everybody ge to do
their own thing."

11-
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Use your feet - transportation is not limited to vehicles
Geoff Lau
For The Chanticleer
Has the parking problem made
you late for clas, ,? Has it caused you
to just kip clas all together?
Fear no more. There i a. 0lution: Get on a set of wheels and
coast around campu .
Brett Ander on, an avid skateboarder. 'aid, "My daily commute
consists of driving right to the stadium. pulling my board out of the
trunk and zooming past all of the
pis ed off people that are walking
to clas ."
Many students aid by avoiding
the search for a parking space, they
deal with les stress.
"Not only do I save time by
skateboarding to class, but I don't
have to deal with the hassle of finding a par ing spot ever," said Chris
Homing.
Students who don't skateboard can ride their bikes to classes. Coastal <;arolina University of-

fers bike racks outside almost every
building. Beneficial aspects about
CCU's campu are the scenery and
how easy it is to get around.
Those who live at Campus Edge
or University Place can forgo vehicles altogether. A sidewalk stretche
from each housing complex to campus, making it easy for boarders or
bikers to get to cla. s without worrying about having to find parking.
Walker on campus are generally friendly so long as bikers and
boarders are not breaking the speed
limit; pede trians politely yield to
people traveling with other mode.
of transportation.
Razor scooter are another option for student. Available for
around $30, cooters are lightweight and fold up, making them
easily transportable.
Instead of wasting gas driving
around in circles looking for a parking space, consider saving time,
money and stress by taking a different mode of transportation and start
coasting around CCU.

Photo by Amanda Kelley

Students often use bikes as a way of getting around on campus.

EXPRESS

Editor's note: Please see a related story on page 33.

"I FAILED A FEW TESTS ... "

NT

Lunch & Dinner
Bowl

Hibachi
Hibachi
Hibachi
Hibachi

Dinner

Teriyaki Chicken--- $4.50 - $5.50
Shrimp -------------- . $6.25 - '$6.99
Steak ---------------- $6.99 - $7.99
Noodle with vegetable $5.99

CONWAY
250 HWY 501 EAST
SINGLETON SQUARE SHOPPING
CENTER
J

347·0559

AT FOOD LION NEXT TO CCU

10 % OFF WITH CCU 10

ARRESTED?
DUI DRUGS ASSAULTS
FELONIES MISDEMEANORS TRAFFIC
ALCOHOL OFFENSES SERIOUSINJURYCASES
o matter how far away from home you may be,
help fi just a c~1I away. We understand
the pedal needs and concern
involved when coDege student find
their futures in jeopardy.

THE surro LAW FIRM, PC
ATTORNEY ROBERT

. SUTTO

843-626-0708

Suite 405, Myrtle Offices, Myrtle Beach
TRUSTED ADVICE AT A REASONABLE PRICE SI CE 1995
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

Mozin

0

has laid out

lans for he

Colin Buxton
Staff Writer
A young, confident, pretty woman sits in the chair next to
me. Her name is Chelsey - and she
makes me feel lazy.
She claims to be shy, but her
immediate feedback how she i a
wann and caring person. She greets
me with a firm hand 'hake outside of
the CINO Grille and we decide that
on such a rainy day, an interview on
the deck out ide is the 1a t thing he
needs.
We head over to the library and
find a cozy comer upstairs to talk.
For the life of me, I wi h my voice
recorder had done omething besides tape a half of an hour of static. Regardles , what took place wa
one of the most fa cinating conversation I have ever had.
Chelsey Mozingo, an exuberantly succes ful tudent, claim that a
system she developed that has helped
i her '"dual-computer" sy tern.
"You do your re earch on your
desktop, and write your papers on
your laptop!"
A large mug of Starbucks rest in
her right hand. which I can tell is its
comfortable spot.
"'Oh, I absolutely love coffee.
Starbucks is my friend."
I am writing all of thi down
with stars and circle' 0 I can refer
to it for my own study purpo es.
With fi e tough cIa e, a PDA and
a traight- hooting attitude, this lady
knows her busine 's - and to me ber
word is academic go pel.
Her parents were eager to tell all
of her merit . Trophies from danc·

Her key to succes : "Se motIvation.
Favorite drm : Coff e
ob: Server at RI er City
Cafe on 21s A e.

Hig school
achievements:
Salutator an co
of the arches ra trap
Inner In dance and ce
Recent trip: Ireland a
spr ng brea 2007

Photo Cohn Buxton

Chelsey Mozingo visited Ireland during spring break earlier this year.

ing and cello and high chool alutatorian. 1 can hear the pride coming through the phone. She wa~ al 0
concert master for three orche tra
at one time.
1 asked her mother what she
doe when he head~ home on a
quiet day 'Oh, h 10 e~ to throw
on something comfortable and ju t
relax.' She'~ earned it, and then
some.
For a woman who ]ook~ as gor-

geous and cIa
as any 'oman you he id "I can't rememb r that Ion
would happen to ee in a fi e- tar ago. At her rate Mozmgo m t de thi goal.
re taurant on a Frida night, you initely rill a hi
U uall when tud n ar u"ould not expect the same oman
to be ju t as comfortabl in a lab coa
with a alpel in hand.
Mozingo i he to be a f; n i
pathologist and ha h Id th· dream
in her heart ince he
year old.
I had a ked her if she ri hed
to be anything el at any tIm , and

as er / Dryer Inc uded
Two Car Care Centers
Business/Studen Cen r
Pet Friendly!
Free WIFI a the pools

Bruster's at
Carolina Forest

3784 Renee Drive
Myrtle Beach, SC 29579
(843) 236-4232

2 parlding
Swimming
Pool

o
L

______
Co.U. T ~ to' See. 40ut

e\lI

Ho.ne!I

(843) 236-5735

..J

0
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i hone may e he best
o e now, but will it ast?
student explores the ups and downs of the
Phone and compares it to -the Palm Treo 700p
Greg Martin
StajJ Writer
It has mu ic, picture • e-mail,
nternet, camera and more. With
'llpressive capability in the commnication marke4 the iPhone i a
uperior producL
Fir t, to look at the iPhone one
m t know all the functions of the

device. The 6.5 ounce sleek iPhone
has a beautiful touch creen that is
functional and ea 'y to use.
The iPhone works as an lPod.
With a slight touch of the screen,
all of the music stored on the
iPhone appear. in a convenient
land cape mode for the user to flip
through. The iPhone can hold up to
1,000 CD quality songs.
An innovative feature recently

added is the built-in peaker. It ha
a new convenient witch on the
cord of the buds that allow Ii teners to answer calls even while listening to omething el 'e.
The iPhone has all the feature a
good cell phone contain uch as: a
speaker phone, caller 10, call waiting, call hold, voice mail, picture
me aging and video me saging.
The ability to make call , surf
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the Web and Ii ten to the library of
mu ic on a 2.4 inch by 0.7 inch, by
4.6 inch aU in one device is what
'eparates the iPhone from the other
contenders and has cau ed Apple
stock to increase 32 percent. Thi
easy-to-use minu. cule multifunction monster comes at a hefty price
of $399.99.
This price doe not include the
ability to u e iTune a ringtones.
There i an added fee for downloading ong and movies that
co t 99 cents per song $14.99 for
newly released movie, 12.99 for
preordered movie and 9.99 for
old movie .
Con umers may be disappointed in the headphone jack because
it only works with iPod buds. For
consumers who have inve ted in a
nice pair of headphones or don't
prefer the bud tyle, there i no 0lution as yet.
The battery in the iPhone is one
of the biggest dilemma of the device, a it i only able to handle 480
minute of talk time, not to mention the lithium battery run out of
life after around 400 charge .
If iPhone own rs do not purchase the two-year protection plan,
then they must send their phone
back to Apple to have the battery
replaced for $75.
Even if one doe purcha the
protection plan, Apple \ ill. nly
replace the battery if it "drop
below 50 percent of it original
capability."
The iPhone i a breakthrough
in cell phone' technology and has
opened the gates to consumer
competition.
orne of the cornpanie that are
currently running or the "greate t
cell phone" title are SprintlNexteI.
Veriz n and G gle.
Sprint i intr ducing the Touch
which will have a touch 'creen
and will run Windows mobile
s ftware.
Peter Sven on of Long Beach
Press aid, "The Touch cram a
lot of features in a light and mall
package. The 2.8 inch creen isn't
as big as the iPhone' but it' big
enough to enjoy movie . ' .
"It isn't cluttered with button.
yet it doe e-mail and Web browsing on a fast data network. It ynchronize calendar and contact
data with Micro oft Outlook. You
can watch Sprint's mobile TV on
it."
Verizon currently has the Palm

TREO 700p, which, according to
the editors of Cnet.com. is "the
bottom line: With EV-DO support,
increa~ed memory and enhanced
multimedia capabilitie , the Palm
TREO 700p makes a powerful
smart phone even better:'
The TREO 700p has a digital
camera, Internet and e-mail capabilities pocket tune, treaming
video and Bluetooth. Since Palm
has been around for years the upgrade. of their products eem to
get overlooked.
Everything that - Google h
touch d ha turned into gold; no
they are aiming toward the cell
phone market. The Google phone
i lated to be available mid 2008.
The detail are ju t starting to lip
out from beneath the wrap .
The Google phone will be
like no other exi ting phone. John
Wang, chief marketing officer from
the Taiwan-ba ed HTC, a company that make touch creen who
i' pairing up with Google for the
new Google phone, aid, hIt i not
an e i ting product or a reconstruction of an existing product:
Wang said it \ a "being built fr m
cratch."
Overall, the iPhone i a mart
phone, but not a brilliant phone.
The iPhone i a lab rat in the mart
phone indu try :vhere • cienti t
an make note of the faul and
improve on them and add different
technology.
The ere to of the iPhon have
ucceeded in bringing the con umer a uperior product. but at the
same time have shown the competitor the way to win over th
mar et.
Thi holiday eas n, be~ re
putting the iPhone on Chri tm
Ii 15, con ider what make a good
cell phone.
,
Con umers who feel that a
phone with durability, good ervice, creative gadgets and tyle i
a neces ity, may want to wait until
2008 when Google plans to launch
the GoogJe phone worldwide.
Once another company can develop a product to match inn ovative products, price tend to decline to appeal to con umers.
Thu, the longer con umers
\ ait to ee what other companies
have to offer, not .only will they
have the choice of a new product,
but al 0 the choice of pending
Ie s money for the already popular iPhone.
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How to stay fre-free
t is 0 ay seas
for outdoors if used outside of
house.
> Electric lights should not be used
on a metal tree.
> Lights hould be unplugged, especially if on a tree before I aving the
house or going to bed.
) Trees, ptesen
and decoration
should be kep~ everal feet from fire
places and heaters.
> Candles should be avoided. Ho ever, if they are ~ they should be in
afe holders and far from reach.
) Lit candles should never be put on
a tree.
> Smoke alarms should be
ecked
before the holiday and replaced i
broken.

Claire Arambula
News Editor

The holiday are drawing near and
as Chri tmas get cJo 'er, decorations
are coming out of boxes and tree are
being adorned with light'.
Although a hou e fire i po ible on
any given day, the heaters. decor. and
trees that make this time of year so festive have the potential and tendenc to
provide homes with big unwelcom
urpri e..
Some helpful holiday tip~. courtesy of the Department of Public Safety,
are as follow :
> Christmas trees should b fr hIy
cut and capable of absorbing water.
For more inf, mlation on holiday
> Trees should be frequently watered fire safety, I g onto ' w. usfa.dh~.
and checked for dryness.
go '.
> Trees should be disposed of if dry
or as soon as the holida. 's re ere
) Light trands ould
inspected
before use.. Discard if loose or unprotected .re are attached .
.> Electrical outlets should be checked
often and not overload d with
plug.
) Lights sh uld
. call rna e

•

G ease • res ose t rea
ifferen

o

ot e fi e

400.00 per mo

• 2 references
• Proof of emp 0 me
• Grea area 0 r e and wo
Located

Meg Duvall
Assistant Editor

out. '
The e -periment he said ' don
on an open field 0 the 3D-foot-high
firehall re embled a nu 'ear blast.
Howe er, in a mall " tchen, the fireball hit the iling and fill the entire
room with moldering heat.
"AI 0, do n t thro sugar or fi ur
on a grea e fire. One cup create the
explo ive f, rce of t\ 0 stick of dynamite," aid Hock y.
The proper all wer to putting out a
grea e fire i to first turn the love off.
then take a towel and oak it in ater.
Wring it ut completely, then pIa e the
towel over the pan and wait until the
fire goe out.

Natural in tinct would. ay to throw
\\ ater on any fire; however, putting
ater on a grease fire cause deva tating effect '.
In an e-mail from Dottie Hockey,
he 'aid while at Fire Fighter Training
School, he learned what the re. uIt
are when 'omeone throw water on a
grea e fire. An in tructor ould wear
a fire uit and u e a lO-foot-pole to put
out a grea 'e fire with an eight ounce
cup of \ ater.
'With the water being hea ier than
the oil, it ink' to the bottom where it
Chec out the video:
instantly becomes uperheated," aid http://w v .youtube.
Hockey. "The explosive force of the com!watch?v=eUuAXLXgIGU.
steam blow the burning oil up and

h/ea

• Due 1s of mon
• Fur I hed Room
• House pf leges

f

Seagate Village clos

•

0

•

0
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Poetry contest
- nner shares
inspirations
that matter through mail. I'm old
schooL"
Additionally, Wolf is a closet
musician, devoting much of his
A e stirred the icy chai latte time to experimenting and reworkwith hIS straw, the vacant look in ing old guitar tunes. His passion
his eyes indicated his difficulty for music and guitar could be seen
in finding words. The clanking of in his eyes and heard in his voice as
dishe and the hum of the coffee he vehemently expressed admiramachine in the little cafe did not tion for English singer-songwriter,
eem to interrupt his deep thought Nick Drake.
"Nick Drake was an immenseproces .
As if suddenly coming alive ly talented musician who was from
again, and seeming to find the the '60s and '70s and ~asjust such
thret? words he would u e to best an artist. He couldn't push himself
describe himself, he said, "I'm. till past being just a passionate artist.
searching."
.Ijust can't explain it. Just to know
Brandon J. Wolf of Toms what it was like; I can't put words
.1., is Coastal Carolina to Nick Drake," said Wolf.
River
University's winner of the third
Describing Drake's music as
Paul Rice Poetry Broadside Series "everything that acoustic guitar
coutest. In addition to winning a could be," and characterizing it as
gift card to the campu bookstore, passionate, raw, melancholy and
the English major's poem, "Living absolutely uplifting, Wolf said that
in the Days of Noah," will be to be Drake would to "truly know
featured in 100 copie of the what it's like to be both a musician
broadside, disbursed at the end of and poet."
the semester.
But despite his zealous percepAfter entering two of the tion of the artist, Wolf admits
previous contests, Wolf expre. sed that his number one role model is
his surpri e in winning this definitely his father.
"There are c;ountless, countyear's broadside despite hi eager
preparations.
less people in my life, but no one
"1 told myself 'I'm going to . surpasses my father," said Wolf.
win
of the e before I leave "It takes a huge person to sacrifice
Coastal,'" said Wolf.
anything and everything to better
Having put the poems of the the lives of others. The person I
previous winners on his wall for can absolutely count on - that's
motivation, the poet can now hang my father."
his poem up, as well.
Wolf recalls one instance where
"Winning this means that I his father was disciplining him,
fulfilled the ta k that I set out to while his brother was being silly
do," he concluded.
and mispronouncing the names of
Wolf explained that his winnirig vitamins off of a bottle on purpose.
poem was originally an idea that When his brother started laughwas in pired by his older brother. ing, Wolf ~pit the milk he was
The emotion of yearning for spiri- drinking onto the kitchen wall in
tual guidance drives the writing unrestrained laughter.
"Between my brother laughing
and is conveyed through the scope
of som ne else. Because of the and my dad getting pissed, it was
similar ideas and the success of the funnie ,t thing," laughed Wolf.
his writing, Wolf has dedicated his
Graduation in December is just
poem to his brother.
a year away for Wolf, yet his goal
Writing is among the many for life after college is simple.
"I want to find a perfect combiactivities the student participates
in. In addition to studying, eating nation of things that are rational
hi favorite food - ice cream - and the things I put on the back
learning to speak Japanese and shelf and absolutely love to do,"
surfing (de pite Myrtle Beach's he said.
lack
Jersey-sized swell) Wolf
Traveling is inevitably part of
said, "I keep in touch with people Wolf's future, as well. With hopes
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Paul Rice Poetry Broadside Series winner

Claire Arambula
News Editor

Photo ourtesy Brandon Wolf :

Living in the Days of Noah
Sunday night, one candle burning
next to the bathtub, I am
floating. I am thinking

internal ticking of the ATMs
across America, the moans
and grunts of men and women

of the blisters on the feet
of a soldier somewhere in Baghdad.
How he will do it all again

in pornos fucking up
the hard drives of countless
teenagers. I listen more

tomorrow. I am scanning
the play list of songs
on a Japanese girl's iPod.

to the silence that falls
in select cities; between
the pieces of debris still

The candle flickers and throws
images on cool tilea small, emaciated boy

lying in New Yorl(, inside
a clogged drainage system
~own in New Orleans. Surely,

from Malawi shows me
. his infected bug bites. I
hold the bar of soap out
for him to take. He doesn't
know me. He can't see me.
I listen to the

somewhere a politician
is snoring. a drunk is crying,
and a baby is being aborted.
And I am taking a ba.th.
Trying to save what is left
of clean flesh upon my body.

to return for a second visit to Japan, to his eyes.
His chai latte was almost gone
Wolf said he really just want to go
and the light coming in through
everywhere.
"I want to find surf spots, and the window began to dim, yet hi
disappear, and fill up goat-skin thoughts on the contest continued.
journals with random thoughts," In last words Wolf said, "To the
he said, the vacant look returning others who submitted to broadside,

keep writing. Keep giving u iu piration and ·light competition."
He finished off hi drink and
wiped hi mouth with hi leeve.
leaving a grin on his un haven
face. "It's what make u better,'
he aid, and got up to leave.

IlIu tration b lim Odam

The admissions proces ••
How ·students get accep ed to
Coastal Carolina University

What to do when you can't go h
Amanda Murph
For The Chanticleer
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:tter"

With the holiday approaching, tudents experience tre
from planning the long travel
home. Becau e plane ticket and
gas prices are so high, for many
students it is hard to afford the
journey home and orne end up
taying in Myrtle Beach.

There are many other option
to choo e from when stuck in the
Hony County area for the holiday.
Instead of taying alone ee if
\)ff camp friends are willing to
accept gue ts into their home .
Students who live off campus
could provide a meal for fello
classmate during the holidays.
'} make dinner on Cbri tmas
for people that don't go home"
said Cbri Smith a junIor.

An ther option i
taying· n
one of the many hotel in th area.
Students taying in t wn for the
holiday can experience the yrtl
Bea h and on a areas if th

e

As Coa tal h'TOW , it attracts ne\ tudents with a variety of intere ts. The D partment of Engli h at Coa tal Carolina Uni er ity i
expanding its fa ulty and adding new cour e to meet that growth, while imultaneously participating in a national di cus ion of a
redefinition of what it mean to study "English." Not only do we maintain our intere t and commitment to the teaching of vriting,
language and literature in English. but we are also in the mid t of a vigorous expansion of the boundarie of our di cipline. This e 'pansion
will not only affect our majors, but will also reach every student who take an English course at Coa tal Carolina Univer ity.
To help the department learn more about potential new areas of undergraduate study related to English, we invite student to complete the
following survey:

(5= Strongly Agree, 3=Somewhat agree, 1 = Strongly disagree)

o
o
o
o
o
o

o

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
000
000

000

o

000

o 0

0

I am interested in courses in American literature.
I am interested in courses in British literature.

I
I

I am interested in courses in world literature.
I am interested in courses in writing instruction.
I am interested in courses in film.
I am interested in courses in creative writing.
I would like to see more required writing courses in the core curriculum.
When faced with a core category that includes an English class, I'm likely to take an
English class as opposed to the alternatives.
.
I have considered majoring or minoring in English

Year (circle one): FR

so JR SR GR

Email _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Department of English Graduate Program Interest Survey
The Department of English at Coastal Carolina University is exploring the possibility of offering a new Masters of Art· in Professional
and Creative Writing (MA-PCW). This program would provide advanced in truction in:

* Technical writing
* Academic Writing
* Creative Writing (poetry, fiction, creative nonfiction)

* Professional (medical, business, cientific, legal) writing
* Critical, Literary and Cultural Theory
* Theories of writing instruction
* The history of writing, language and literature
Students could choose "tracks" in which to concentrate (i.e. Creative Writing, Busines' Writing) and cold complete the degree' 30-33
hours at night and/or during the summer, full- or part-time.
To help the department design the program, we invite tudents to complete the following urvey.

(5= Strongly Agree, 3=Somewhat agree, 1 = Strongly disagree)
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I'm interested in a degree that focuses on creative writing.
I'm interested in a degree that focuses on business and professional writing.
I'm interested in a degree that educational writing and/or teaching of writing.
I'm interested in a degree that focuses on literature.
I am thinking about graduate school in the next 2-5 years and this program would be
attractive to me.
The MA-PCW degree would position me better than a sole B:A:or B.S. for seeking
bs in the 'vate sector business, indu
The MA-PCW degree would position me better than a sole B.A. or B.S. for seeking
. bs in education.
The MA-PCW degree would position me better than a sole B.A. or B.S. for seeking
future graduate stud
edical school, law school, MFA and/or doctoral p
If the MA-PCW degree becomes a reality, I would apply.

Year (circle one): FR SO JR SR GR
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Go all the lNay

e 's as et
Greg Martin
Staff Writer
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Playing with extreme determination and moti 'ation by new Head
Coach Cliff Ellis Coa tal Carolina
Uni er ity's men's basketball team
i undefeated at home but lost three
tough games on the road again very
good teams leaving their record at
3-3.
In the first two home game , the
team hot a combined 50 percent
from the field and 42 percent from
beyond the arc resulting in two wins
over North Greenville and Campbell
Um rer'itie .
Ha ing recently faced tough
teams such as Cincinnati,
right
State and Anderson, CCU i getting experience that will help prepare them for tough game down the
road.
Preseason poll ranked CCU
fourth in the Big South Conference.
The men ha e yet to playa conference game, which mean they
have a chance to win their division.
Seniors Jack Lea ure and Phil
Wallace who exemplify hard work
and determination, lead the team in
coring.
Fre hmen Anthony Breeze and
Bryant Wallace are a to\\ ering trouble orne duo for any opponent.
Constantly and consi tently hustling. coring, stealing and rebounding are Jo eph Harri' Logan Johnson, Josh~a Mack and Everage
Richard on.
With a team of this caliber there
are no limits to what they can accomplish thi season.
Watch for the next big home
game against Presbyterian Dec. 7
at the Kimbel Arena. The first two
game had over one thousand in tl.
stands which proved to be a huge
ad antage.
La t year, CCU went 12-17 at
home. Come out an support the team
in their last three games before winter break on Dec. 7 at 7 p.m., Dec.
9 at 4 p.m. and Dec. 15 at 4:15 p.m.
Go Chant!

Left: Junior Joseph Harris jumps to the basket against a Campb 1/ Unive ity player on
players leaps for the rebound on Nov. 13. The Chanticleer.
on th gam ,85-76.

Wo e

,

Arie Ie Miller
For The Chanticleer
Defeating every team they met on
the court 0 far, the Lady Chanticleer
basketball team i earning the tit! of
"the team to beat" thi up rning
eason.
\Vith a 5-0 rec rd, the 'omen
have been making orne big play
against team such a College of
Charleston South Carolina State
University and Southern Vrrginia
University.
Having a fairly young team,
these ladie ha e managed to come

ask
their
together as one
Ith senior
Blanchard
and
ophom r
De in
e
dominating in the paint and e 'cellent
leadership from senior C.J.
and ophomore Lacy Ly
ba ng
nearly e ery 3-point ho th Lady
Chanticleers ha e all the righ
ingredients to make it to and take the
Big S uth Conferen e crown.
Clutch play Ii re Amanda Stull
and Katie White, along with the
fir t year players uch as Courtney
Grambley Kate Jasins' and
Sydnei Mo s ha e equally provided
ub nee to the team.
The Lady Chan
'11 c n .nue

n during
r}th h m

Ed" or' note:
Plea e ee page 34 for a Ii 0 U o
men and omen's ba e ball 9

"ng
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The simple life of
surfing is present
among students
Claire Arambula
News Editor

1

t:
J

"I'm not afraid of shark ,"
aid marine cience major, Ben
Binder, pausing and holding in a
hearty laugh. "OK, that's a lie."
Binder, a junior, is a member of Coa tal Carolina Univerity's surfing, .community, which
has grown in size with the expansion of the university. Despite the
common fear of a shark attack,
nothing keep a die-hard surf bum
out of the water. ·
Originally from Auburn, Ala.,
Binder began surfing at a twoweek summer camp on the Outer
Banks of North Carolina when he
was a kid. He resumed the sport
when he started at CCU, and has
been surfing ever since.
"Surfing is freedom," said
Binder. "I don't have to worry
about anythi.: g else."
Binder admires singer, songwriter, surfer, Donavon Frankenreiter for his carefree and mellow
lifestyle.
"He lives the life I'd love to
live. If I had nothing else to worry
about, it'd be great," said Binder.
Franky Stankiewicz, a friend
of Binder's, has al 0 been surfing
for two years and travels to the
local urf spot be ide Springmaid
Pier in Myrtle Beach "whenever
there' a calling."
Stankie\ :' recently returned
from a summer trip to Hawaii,
where he not only surfed, but attended a memorial service for his
hero, Jimmie Hall.
Hall owned the Hawaii Shark
Encounter Boat, and was a local
member of the surf community
there. He recently died in a base
jumping accident, a dangerous
feat he was ery experienced in
attempting.
"[Hall] ran from an exploding
volcano and swam with sharks,"
said Stankiewicz, admirably. "I

want to live more like Jimmie."
The junior Philadelphia-born
student favor the daredevil sen ations nature has to offer; however,
he enjoys the "peaceful feeling"
that surfing provides year-round.
Up until recently, surfing has
been stereotypically a "guys'
sport." Although women's surfing has made a big improvement
on the professional level, surfer
chicks are still struggling for local
waves.
"Guys usually either tiptoe
away from me or take all of my
waves," said Claire Young of Laurens. "I don't know if the guys get
mad or what. But there are not
usually many girls out there to
begin with."
Young started surfing her
freshman year at CCU with her
sister in Pawleys Island. The junior recreation sports management
major continues to surf her 5'8"
surfboard in Pawleys Island or at
the popular 64th Avenue North in
Myrtle Beach.
"[Surfing is] a lot of fun. If you
are going to lie on the beach anyway, you might as well try it. I love
it. It's a nice way to relax and get
my mind off of track practice and
s hool," said Young. "Now I ju ,t
need to get more girls out there."
The growth of Myrtle Beach
and the rapid expansion of CCU'.
population makes surfer Mark AlIi on happy.
"CCU is one of the best things
about living in Myrtle Beach. It's
bringing fresh-blood to our town,"
said Alli on.
Allison is the owner of Surf
City, a local surf shop that has
been open for 30 years. In addition
to taking six or more surf trip a
year, shaping surfboards and operating two shop locations, the veteran surfer does his part by employing CCU students.
In addition, he offers his ervices through internships designed
for students interested in Web-in-

Stock photo '

The surfing community stays alive among students at Coastal Carolina University even
as the summer season ends. Students can be found on the beach surfing or enjoying
the beach year round.

ternet sales and marketing.
"I love CCU students. 1 believe
that [the university] is a valuable
asset to the community .apd I take
advantage of that," said Allison,
supportively.
According to Allison, with

competitive surfers and soul-surfers alike, surfing is a "nice, healthy
lifestyle." It is about the adrenaline
rush and the ongoing search for the
perfect wave.
The "simple life" of surfing is
enjoyed from coast-to-coast and

the art of it'is pre ent in and out <}f.
the water.
The local student surfing community will continue to grow in
accord with the univer ity, and the
sport of surfing will remain one of
CCU's most appealing features.
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Student surveys
new local s r s
bar,' 'Zone
Adam Lowder
For The Chanticleer
Ju t in time for college ba 'ketbaJl season. University Commons i adding a new member.
The " ., Zone (cleverly implying '"End" Zone) i a brand new
sports bar opening up a ros from
Coastal Carolina Univer ity.
It i a rather impre sive valering hole. It i spacious. with three
pool tables and decorated with
other variou' ar ade game'.
Their menu i petite for the
time being, with only the bare essentials for a sport bar--namely
wings. burgers and peanut butter
and jelly.
It plan to grow over the next
few weeks. with the owners ju t
getting a ta te of what ceu tudenu might want their own p rt
pub to have.
"N" Zone price are fair, their
burgers are filling and full of flavor and smothered \ ith the be t
fries in the area.
"N" Zone will offer a different
deal for every day of the week.
Some of their daily feature' include Sundays and Mondays as

"Bucket of Beer" night with five
beers for $10.
Tue. day is "Burger and Bud'
day '\ here a uggested a burger and a beer i 5. Wedne. day
night i "Martini Madne . and
Saturday will of cOllf e be ''Ladies Night".
The regular beer on tap are
2.25, and" . Zone feature 2
vodka drink all day, e ery day.
The deal and pric are still
not the best part about the" ,.
Zone. Coming in the spring will
be a personal bu for the bar that
will give student a ride t and
from University Common.
Thi i a great ad antage for
fre hmen as well a: upperclru men. With a bu' ervice, upperclas men who live near campu
in Quail Creek Quail Run or The
Pine. ill be able to drink without driving, while fre hmen ,ill
have a ride to watch the game on
Sunday or ju t grab a bite \ ithout
having to cro U.S. 501.
This trendy new bar wiU be
making its grand opening on Dec.
7. the weekend before exam
tart. The' " Zone could be the
place to unwind before it is time
to cram for exam'.

Kristopher Graham is one of the many students who skateboards to nd from cl
campus. Students also bike on campus, as there are bike racks loca ed in front of
evel}' building at CCU.

a

a
rno
Lauren Valery
For The Chanticleer

Photo by Yaw Odame

'N' Zone is a new sports bar that is located in University
Commons across U.S. 501 from CCU's campus.

Ever find yourself ru hing from
the Wall building to the Kearn
building? How about from Kimbel
Library to the Edward building?
As you pic up the pace on your
feet trying not to be late for cla
another tudent zip by on hi kateboard with no orries of time in hi
head.
At Coastal Carolina University, ateboarding i both a porting
activity that many students engage
in and an energy-:-efficient mode of

•

al

tl Bea h
transportation.
S ateboarders who Ii e near- kate tric
by ha 'e th iu 'my of not orrying
about parking; th e who Ii e t far
away to board to CCU, dri e to campu and board between clas e .
Skateboarding date bac' to the
1960 . Starting out a ju t a platfonn
.th four wheeu that entertained
kids on a aturday aftem n the
skateboard has e olved 'nto a d V]
that provide th ride with unlimited
po ibllities.
Senior Matt Haye
skateboarding at age
~ate n t
only around campu , but a1 0 at the
Matt Hughes Skate Par' in M -

I,.
•
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Vo leyball team full of
players with honors
Amanda Kelley .
Photo Editor/Writer

•

f

The Chanticleer volleyball team
fini hed e. eason with an overall
10 ing record 15-17. Within their conference, they went 6 - 6. The ladie did
make it to the Big South Tournament
but ended the ea on in the emifinal '
with a 0-3 loss to Liberty University.
Thi ea on's team Jeaders were
junior Brett Starbuck and ophomore
Meagan Tracey. Starbuck became the
only Ie dy Chanticleer to have over 600

CHAUNCEY' .LIST

digs in a season with a total 607. Tracey led the team in assi ts with 1,320,
placing her fifth in the all-time assist
standings.
Three ladie achieved special honors thi sea on. Sophomore Jill Nyhof
wa' elected to the Big South AllTournament. Fre hman Megan Bickford received Fir t Team All-Conference honor . Bickford was joined by
freshman Chelsy Kimes in the selection of the All-Freshman team. Coa tal
Carolina University is the only chool
to have two player. on the team thi
year.

V. UNC Wilmington
V. Canisius University

Amber White
Junior printer from
Ladson

Fri. 12/7
at 7 p.m.
Sun. 1219
at4 p.m.
Sat. 12/15

V. UNC Wilmington
V. Georgia State University at the
Myrtle Beach Convention Center

V. UNC Wilmington
V. Jacksonville University

at 7 p.m.
Wed. 1215
at 7 p.m.
Sat. 12/8

v. Alabama

State University at the
rtle Beach Convention Center

SCORES
..

. . ....

11/26 - VS. Houston University,
. . ..

-

Football '
11/17 - VS. Charleston Southern,

W41-2
VoffeybaU
11/15 - VS. Radford University, W,
3-0
11/16 - VS. Liberty University, L
0-3

r
L

•

J

J
2

L 79-86
11/14 - VS. College of Charleston,
W 59;58
11/17 - VS. Stetson University, W
63-46

11/20 - VS. South Carolina State,
W 51-41

Men's Basketball
,
'
11/13 - VS. Campbell University,

11/24 - VS. Southern Virginia, W
87-46

W 85-76

11/27 - VS. Campbell University,
W 61-54

11/16 - VS. Cincinnati University,
l59-74
11/19 - VS. Wright State Univer.5ity, L 48-71
11/21 - VS. Anderson University.
W85

11/16 - VS. Radford University, L
3-1
11/7 - VS. Winthrop University,
LO-5

I

ick of 4 CCU athlete

: Away game

. 1

-
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M basketball

W basketball

Everage
Richardson,
#34
Senior guard from
Brooklyn, .Y.

Kate lasinski,
#4
Frc hman guard
from Toledo, Ohio

Track and field

Thomas
lordan
Fre hman from
Trafford, Pa.
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Football team finishes season; beg-ns
Nick Mamary
Staff Writer

The Chanticleers began the
2007 season with the challenge
of replacing 36 seniors. Among
them was quarterback Tyler Thig. pen, who was selected in the NFL
Draft.
On the field, the ea on began
• with a tough 10 at Delaware
State.
This was only the beginning of
their troubles on the road as they
fini hed 14 away from Brook
Stadium.
However, there was reason for
optimism. The Chants had a record
of 4-2 at home. This was al 0 the
site of the lOOth victory for Head
Coach Bennett.
Many of the newcomers
stepped in and played well. Eric
O'Neil and Keion Cunningham
emerged as viable options.
Quarterback Will Richard on
finished with 13 touchdown and

even interception. along with
1,500 yards; enior wide receiver Jerome Simp on had a strong
finale.
Even though CCU suffered the
first 10 ing season in their five-year
history, they managed to fini h second in the Big South.
There were everal close 10 e
thi. season but there seem to be
plenty to build on he~ding into the
2008 campaign.
Most of this year's ro ler will
return, as the Chants will look to
return to their previou tatus a
an elite team. A more experienced
team will hopefully l~d to more
succes .
Looking ahead, next season
will begin in Happy Valley again t
Pennsylvania State University.
This will offer CCU a chance to
see what it is capable of against
one of the more pre tigiou programs in the 'Country.
Overall. there i plenty of reason to be optimi tic about what i
to come for Chanticleer football.

0

Photo b Paul Robm

The Chanticleer offense lines up against the Georgia Southern defense on S~t. 15. The
Chanticleers ended the regular season with a 5-6 record.

0

YOUR

EW HOME AWAY FROM HOM
Located just minutes away m the Coastal
Carolina University, Kiskadee Parke at Wild Wing
Plantation offers stylish townhomes and ~ Villas
to suit any active 1ifestyle. This new community
offers unbeatable amenities, fully maintained

Distinctive sekction ofvillas and
townhomes
2· and 3-bedroom plans from
1,050 to 1 659 sq. ft.

landscaping, and optional fuririture packages for
the ultimate in student liv.ing. With low monthly
payments andSpecia1 financing, there's never been a
better time to own at Kiskadee Parke and make it

your new home away from home. Call or visit a
sales center today.

NEW AMENIlY COMPLEX NOW OPEN
Clubhouse· Pool. H<Jt.Tub· Fitness Center
BasketbaU • Vo11eybaii • TennIS

J

Optional furnishing packages
Amenity Complex

Fully maintained and in'iiated
front and back yard landscaping

G

Lifestyle director to coordinate
events and activities

0 __ MID
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